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Mariposa :Marsh.

Brim.stone Bill's Booty;
OR,

Mariposa Marsh at Dead Man's Gulch.
,.___

BY JOS. E. BADGER, JR.,
A.UT!IOR OF "THE PRAIRIE RANCH," ETC., ETC.

CHAPTER I.
THE TREASURE·SEEKERS IN COUNCIL.

"WHAT ,Jo you tbink of it, Bowen? Can you
crack tLe shell and get at tbe kPrnel1"
Captain Cbarles Cooper, of tlje Colonial
Mounted P olice Service, asked th!ls<l questions,
tugging at his long mustacbe a little nervously
as be glanc"d from the dirtY,Creased and time·
worn pape1· wbich lay upon the desk, to the
face wbich was bending over it so intently.
The man looked up, tbe intensely preoccupied
expression leaving his face, as his hand rose in
- a mechanical salute. Re wore tbe uniform of
a private in the police force, but bis face and
his 'speech ~ 1ere ttiose of one who was once accustomed t:> command, instead of obey. _Not
that there "'as any lack of respect du a sufie·
rior; the strictest martinet could not find fault
wita tone )r manner; hut somehow this im·
pression struck those who saw bim for t!:ie first
titne.
" I will do my best, your honor. It is a dou·
ble cryptograpb, but it has been my experien<!e
that amateurs almost invariably leave some
clew visible. That once found and sifted, the
rest comes Pasy."
"I have reason to believe that this is very
important, Bowen, and you may have all your
time to spefid on the solution of that puzzle.
Of course you will not call in any assistance
without first consulting me."
"No one shall see the paper but me, captain,"
was the qui<>t, respectful rep!y; "and when its
meaning is once made clear, even I will forget
that such a t hing ever existed."
Carefully placing the paper in his pocket, he
saluted, turned on bis heel and strode out of the
office.
Captain Charley Cooper sunk back in his
chair with a breath tbat was almost a sigh.
"If Bowen can't do it, we're up a stump!"
" Thar's more dust in tbe 1and then ever
Spring Steel an' his kind< ever stole an' cached,"
bluntly uttered one of tbe four persons still re·
maioin~ with the police official.
"B11t not to be picked up every day in the
week :-t>ld mate! Just think of it! There was
over forty tbou•and pounds' worth in a single
ha:il! And goodness knows how many more
Jots the busy rascal stowed away with the first I
M<J.ybe half as much again-a fort:::l"'e for us
all!"
"When it is founrl," dryly observed a young
man, the dovrnv fuzz on whose cheeks and upper
lip told of rnpidlv approqching manhood.
"It must-it shal' b~ found!" muttered Cooper, almost savagely, his blue eyes glowing with
a covetous light, "I have dreamt over it too

long to give np the ldea now. Bowen will solve
tbe cryptogram, and then we wil\ find the trea·
sure."
"If it. still exists. H tbe clew is not a false
one. You forgot that Spring Steel may have
plsyed us all a trick."
" Or that some of his fellows, who were not
with bim that-night, may have known of thn
trearnre, and made all haste to remove it before
now."
"Or aven av it is sthill there, that the ghosts
av thim the wicked divil murthPred ""may be
kapin' garrud over tbegould-an' niver a praast
among us all to say the bit worrud that 'uld lav
tbe un'asy sow ls-heaven be tbPir bid!"
"Or that I hain't got the permit to hunt fer
tbe dust."
From one to the other the eyes of the police
captain ranged swiftly, like some wild beast
who finds itself baited wiLbout a chance to
either fight or flee from its enemies. Bnt t.hen
be sunk back in his chair again, a laugh parting
his lips, though "there was real vexation in bis
tones:
"Of all Job's comforters, you four take
the rag off tl,le bush I Here I have talked and
argued until the end of my tongue is worn to
the quick, and now you are all bacl: in the same
tracks y cu filled before a word was said I"
"We are simply trying to cool you down,"
laughed tbe eldest of the three youths; "You
are so worked .up now, that if Bowen shc>uld
fail to solve the cryptograph, you would go into
an apopleptic fit or turn madman outright!"
"Tbe lad bas truth on his side, old pard," ~O
berly spoke the gray-haired man. "You're
conntin' too much on what may never come to
psss. You didn't use to be so crazy fer
gold-"
" Because I nev.er had such a chance as this I"
"Yit you don't want to fergit that it ain't
nothin' more than a chaince, at the best,"
gravely. "As the lad says, Bowen may fail.
Even ef be cracks the nut, as you calls it, thar's
yit one other rock in our way. Ef the boss man
here won't sell out to me, they won't none o' us
take a step furder 'long the tr'lril. An' more'n
that, ef I make the bar~'in a,t all, it's got to be
did afore I l'arn anythin 'bout the way Bowen
makes out witb that dockyment."
"You don't mean that, Mariposa1"
"I jest do, mate. I ain't eetchin' so p'izenly
fer to. turn from a moderate sart'inty to ll.
'stronary onsart'inty. I reckon we kin make
our pile.quicker workin' in tbe straight diggin's
then we kin chasin' wild geese like t.bis treasure
you've gone clean looney over. Still, as fur as
we hev giv' our words, so fur we'll stick. An' I
reckon I'm doin' the talkin' fer the younkers as
well as my own self."
Who were these persons, and what was the
point they were discussing so earnestly1 Let
us take a brief glance backward and see.
Lured from the mines of California by the
marvelous tales wbicb spread over the known
world of the great fbrtunes mada in a dav
hy luckv persons in the aewly-<liscovered goldfi elds of Australia, Tobias Marshall, better
known to his intimates as "Mariposa Marsb,' 1
in company with two brothers, Frank and Harold Freeman, orphaas, and Mattbew Marley, a

I

youthful Amefic'iio of Irish de ent, left their
native land for the Antipodes.
Fitting out in Melbourne, aided not a little by
Charles Cooper, now a captain of the mounted
police, but formerly a chum of Mariposa
Marsh's in Calitornia, they took passage on a
bullolk-dray for Ballarat. One ni~ht w'-..ile sitting &rounrl their-camp-fire loud cnes ;;rem the
bush alarmed them, and investigation proved
that busbrangers had waylaid JudgBj Henry
Bra<ly, wife and daughter, who were en route
t4' Melbourrle. The, judge and his wife were
bound to a tree ·in the bush, their daughter
bei:lg carried off to be held until a heavy ransom was paid for her safe return. The chief of
the busbraIJp;ers was q, notorious criminal
named, or"'fiickname<l, Spring Steel, from bis
extraordinary strength and activity.
Being released, the judge hastened on to Melbourne to put the.{lolice to work, hut, before
going, be managed to so interest the boys in
the fate of bis young daughter that they
resolved to follow the trail 1lnd attempt her
rescue.
In this attempt they were foiled by the
trcacbezy of a ticket-of-leave-man, a shepherd,
whom they were, by a curious chain of events,
forced to trust as a guide. / They were captured
by Spring Steel, and condemned to die in the
morning. That same night, just as they were
escaping, the busbrangers were &ttacked by a
force of mounted police, who killed all but
Sprh.:_g Steel and two of his men. The chief of
outlaws, bating b.is r~cent captives, swore
that they ®longed to bis band; and the sergeant
commnnding_tbe police ordered Mariposa Marsh
to be bung at once.
He was writhing in the air when Captain
Charley Cooper made bis a.p pear@ce and saved
bis .life. Judge Brady was with him, and the
meeting between father and child was affecting.
· Sprin~ Steel was killed whiJe attempting ~n
escape, and with him was supposed to perish all
clew to en enormous amount of gold which be
and bis metes bad stolen; but Harold Freeman
discovered a slip of paper which he had cast
away while a prisoner, and this it was which,
being in a curious secret cipher, Cooper so_earnestly commended to the great skill of one of his
men, Bowen by name, as already seen.
Neither Mariposa Marsh nor the lads cared
particularly about turning from their original
purpose of working at the 'Placer-diggings to
bupt buried treasure, but Cooper finally persuaded them to turn back with him to Melbourne, and there give their final decision.
His was an eloquent tongue, when thus entgageq, and long before tbe city of Melbourne
was r eached, the five person.s who composed
the new partnership, had fa:irly settled upon
their plans, always providing that the paper
found by Harold Freeman should prpve genuine,
end that Bowen, the man alluded to by Captain
Cooper, should be able to so1ve the secret of the
cryptographic writing.
•
A certain portion of the plan which Mariposa
Marsh took upon him'Self appeared superflqpus
if not really hazardous to Captain Cooper. 'But
tl;ie veteran was obstinate, and flatly refused to
have anything to do with the search for t~e

buried treasll{•, 1lnl911i he was allowed his aw•
war, in t!;iis one point.
' We bain't bin in comp'ny with tbe police
long enough to git hardened to it," the old man
said, with a malicious twinkle in bis eyes.
"The Jew says plainly that-all sech finds b'long- ,
to the crown, an' we'd dream all the time 'bonl
bein' 'rested fer stealin' ef we was to play. that
kind o' game.
•
"I kin go to the bead bess-wben fou show
me the way, an' who to look fer-an buy the
right o' buntln' fer the treasure o' Spring Steel.
I'll pay the sum they' ax, an' then it'll be all
cl'ar saUin'."
"You might just as well d;pp the matter at
once, then!" growled Captain ( \·.oper. "They
- will know you hnve some clew-''
"I'll take my davy that I don't know notbin'
-that I bain't the slightest ide11 wbar the gold
is bidden. Nur I hain't nutber," g'rinned the
veteran.
" Even ~o-even if they believe you and entertain your proposition, you will fail. No one
bas the right to sell you such permission. Or
even if they do, the fact will leak out, and we
will be watched so closely that we can't possibly do the work.
Nevertheless, Mariposa M'iirsb persisted in his
plans.
It may be mentioned here, that when Mariposa Marsh first beheld M!iy Brady, the judge's
daughter, he was strengiily agitated, almost
fainting .away, strong man though he was. On
tbe road to Melbourne he carefully kept aloof
frQlll the twain, but bis friends noticed that b~
was frequently absent, wber.e they only discovered by accident. ~He paid frequent visits to
the judge at his office, and one day, the same on
which this story opens; when be returned to bis
young friends, his face was almost glorified, so
great w11s the change. Happiness and pure
content shone in his face and out of bis eyes.
But ba said nothing, and they, knowirig that
be would confide in tW!m ia gcod time, if what
had uappened wes for them to share, held their
peace, asking no questions.
Mariposa Marsh persisting in bis-as Captain
Cooper pettisbly termed it-quixotic determination to purchase_the privilege of bunting for
the treasure stolen by Spring Steel from the
gold-escort, years before, was given the necessary directions, and at once sought out th.a
high official to whom bis applieatipn would most
properly be made.
Tbe manner in which the cunning old fox
performed his delicate duty, was strongly characteristic.
,
,
He bad a pompous Englishman to deal with;
one of that numerous class which knows nothing and cares Jess about America or AlllericaM,
~qdging them all by the caricatures of Dickens,
Trollope & Co., nor was bis interview wHh
Mariposa Marsh at all calculated to remove this
truly British impression
The veteran bad taken the measure of bis
man before entering tbe lists, and found littlr
difficulty In convincing the official that he was
"crazy as a looR" on the subject of treasure
seekiag.
He claimed to be a blood relation to Joseph ·
Smith, the Mormon Prophet, and to have falleo

Mariposa. Marsh.
heir to the wonderful "magic stone" bv means

carried about on bis person for so long, and all

ot which that genius claimed to be able to di;;- gathered aroqnd to feast their eyes on this fore-

cover treasures in the bowels of the earth, by taste of the wealth to which they alone possimply placing the stone in the crown of a hti t, sessed any legal claim from that time hencethen shuttiug out all light by bending his face fort.h.
over it.
Tbere is no neerl to produce the translation
Ma ripo~a Marsh exhibited tbe stone, too,
hl're, since its contents will appear in the proper
which was no les3 tbtto a fra.g.n ent wbich he pl ace.
picked up while on bis way to th.e Government
"We will start from here to night, to avoid
House. Nothing else was needed to prove him att racting attention," said Captain Coope1·,
an iliot, arid the official deem ed it no sin to sell wben the curiosity of Mariposa Marsh and his
him permis~ion to search for the golden treasure youu ;;. friends had been fully sati,fied. "I have
of Spriog Stee( and to have all he should dis- secured three good companions, inclu'1ing
cover, in consideration of the 8Um ot one bun- Bowen, for we will be going into the very beart
drert ponods, which was promptly paid over.
of the bush.' and it is more than possihle that we
Mariposa M'.!.rsb found some little difficulty in may have some tough fighting to do before we
inducing t '1e official to give him the precise see the end of the trip. For that reason I
kind of a r l'ceipt which he desired, but at.length thought it best to \ncrease our force. Tbe
he succeedEd, and hastened back to his friends, treasure, i~ we succeed in fi~diug it, will be
divided into six shares, the three men taking
to report bis perfect mccess.
.
His last l'.n~ering doubt was dispersed, so far one share, and each of us tile same amount."
"How about the poor devils who first ownell.
as keeping bis sh1re of the treasure, should it
ilver be brought to light by him and bis friends. the mouey1" asked Frank, bis countenance sudHe had tolrl no open lies; he bad said be knew denly growing sob er and thoughtful, as he
nothing of •;be w,hereabouts of the treasure, aud looked tbe police-officer full in the eye.
having paid honest money for th e chan~e, be
"They took Governm1mt reO<lipts for their
was detera:iniid to ma ke the most of it. F or he gold wh en the escort took charge of it. When
bad now more reason than ever before to wish all eff;irts to recapture the money, lifter the
for wealth. If Bo"°ea could onJ'y succeed in un- robbery, failed, they were repaid by tbe Gwernm ent when they presented their receipts."
rltldling tha t secret writing I
"Tben the gold undoubtedf.v belonl!:ed to t"ie
Government, and since Mariposa M~rsl:l bas
CHAPTER II.
purchased that claim, paying the full sum
THE HISTORY OF DEAD MAN'S GULCH.
CAPTAIN COOPER was most delightfully sur- demanded, and holding the receipt to show for
prised at t '1e nsu!t, especially when bo read it, why I, for one, can't see aqything wrong in
the written document, which he sa w wo.1.1l:l our corraling the dust, always provjding so!neenable them to bold whatever treasure toey body don't find it before we can get there,"
added Frank, in a tone of relief.
might fiod.
"Not much danger of that. Spring St.eel
"He'll never dara give us any trouble, after
this," be ex daimerl, exultantly. "By puolfsb- died dumb, and as all the men wbo were with
ing these pnpers we could ruin his prospe::ts for him when the robbery was committed ar9'dead,
life! Old ruate, you are a diamond of the very I don't greatly fear his having revealed the
secret to any one else."
first water. ',
"Or else n p'izen fool, which bes paid out five
"'Dead Man'~ Gulch I' An ominous name,"·
hundred dollars o' good gold fe r a shadder," muttered Harold, half-laughing, as he bent over
grunted M •riposa Marsh. "Ef that paper o' the translation once more.
"A name that was fitly bestowed.'' said
ben-t,racks i> a fraud-"
"But it isn't," cried Cooper, his eyes glowing, Cooper, growing serious. "Were I to Jive anbis entire conatenance that of one almost beside other centur.v, I would never be able to wholly
·
himself with triumph and ardor. "That dirty, forge_t what I saw there!"
" You have beeu to the plac1>, then?" asked
crumpled scrap which you laughed at the idea
of my saving, is worth nearly fifty thousand Harold.
"Once. And though there is little of the
pounds-or a 9u1rter of a million of dollars in
our money! fit sounds better and larger, put suoerstitiou3 about me, I could most heartily
wish
that Spring Steel bad selected some other
that way, ·don tit!"
•;Then your guess was right. It contains the pl•<Je for stowing away his gold!"
M .riposa Marsh looked into the fac'l of bis
3ecret of the gold-escort robbery?" asked · MariP'>S' M '\rsb, also betraying bis deep interest in old mate, a trace of wonder in both eyes an;l
tbe matter.
voice:
1
.
"It must 'a' bin somethin' out o', tbA usual:
"EX'\C !y ," r 0 ~urne1 Cooper, a little more
compr"edly. "l wouldn't say anything abo:it run, ef it made a mark onto you that haia't got
it untll you returned, bnt the m'ln to whom I in- wiped out by this, pardl"
Captain Cooper picked up the papers and
trusted that paper yesterday, an hour ago
folding tbe!lJ , carefully stowed them away in a
brouq;ht me the result of bis labors.
"That p'lper in cipher, when fully transla'erl, suhstantial note-book, which he placed in hi~
gives a bri ef but clPar description or the spot breast rocket. Tben, with an abruptuPss that
where all th 1t gold, besides the fruit of several was a tri1h startling, he began the history of
Deaa Man's Guieb.
·
heRvy robberies of later date, Ii~~ bidden."
"Some five years ago, or a few months mor'
So saying, the captain sprt1ad out the important papers on the table, aruon11; them the time- thlfi that, word came back to Ballarat and otbel
·worn and soiled scrap which Spring Steel had large camps, that a small party of proepecton'

Mariposa Marsh.
bad. made a wonderfully rich find some place
back in the heart of th e bills.
"Of course there was a great rmb in that
direction. Tber.e always is when such a report
becomes public, but·in this case there was much
more truth than there generally is in such tales.
"Tbe lucky prospectors were making their
fortun~s, band over fist, averaging from ten to
a dozen ounces of dust to the band, pe'r day.
But the gold deposit. w.11s limited in extent, and
only a few claims located on either side of the
original discovery ever paid more than expanses,
and as tbe winter season came on, the majority
of the diggers abandoned tbe Guieb in di•gust.
"Tney were tbe lucky ones, too, as matters
turn I'd out!
"Winter set in surldenly, almost witlfout
warning, and with unusual severity. Tbe first
storm was one of sleet and bail? the wind blowing a heavy gale, driving tbe diggers into their
shanties, which were p oorly supplied for the terrible siege wbicb followed.
"The hurricane soon blew its~if out, but tbe
sleet and hail tu • ne~ into snow, nnd this snow
fell for three days and nights in blinding sheets.
And when tt endeu there was full twenty-five
feet depth of snow in the Guieb, most of which
had drifted down from the peaks a nd crags
above on either side.
"Not one in ten of the luckless diggers escaped alive from that death-trap. The rest
froze and starved to death, for the great mass
of snow did not disappear until tbe following
spring, when there was laid bare an awesome
sight.
" I know, for I was one of tbe first on!!'s on the
spot, as soon as the Gulch could be reached and
entered, in the spring.
"Forty-seveu bodies-or bodies and skeletons, for there was more than one instance of
cannibalism among the starving wretches-we
buried, drop~ing them into deserted shafts, fer
the ground was still frozen too hard to admit of
our digging regular graves for such a large
number.
"Before we left, that place was named Dead
Man's Gulch.
"The GovPrnment took charge of the g.old we
found there, and, I believe, divided it amoog
the families of the luckless wretches who met
their deatp in the lonely Gui ~h.
" Pretty soon strange, unearthly stories began to be told of the Gulch by men wbo had
ventured there in hopes of finding gold, and ere
long the place was pretty generally believed to
be haunted by the uneasy spirits of the men
who bad died there. Diggers were beaten and
half-frightened to death, if not entirely out of
their senses, while two of tbe more resolute fellows were slain outright. Tbose who found
them swore thAt they conld still •ee the prints
of long, bor.y fingers around their throats, as
tbougb grisly skeletons bad thus sought to
punish the impious disturbers of their bones.
"~opyJir opinion said they died by the power of ghnsts; 1 was among the few who laid the
whole affair at the door of a gaug of unscrupulous bnsbrangers.
"After carefully weighing tbe whole matwr,
I felt sure that some lawless gang made their
head quarters there, playing these di&bolical

tricks for the purpose of keeping tho coast clear
of unwelcome intruders. I repeatedly said as
much, but in those days I was only a private
on the force, and my opinion had little weight
with those in autbo.tity.
"Now this bit of pa~r," and Certain Cooper
tappeJ bis breast w1tb one forefinger where
tbe shape of the well-fllled nota-bo lk could be
traced by bis companions, "confirms my old
opioioo, since it declares that Spri ng Steel selected one of those deserted shafts in which to
conceal the treasure be took from the gold-escort, with run directions how to fiLd tbe particular shaft." ·
'Not to interrupt you," said Frauk FrPeman,
taking advantage of the gallant captain's pt1using to catch his breath, "but wculdn't it be
wise if you were to destroy that sarr e dccument,
now tbat we are familiar with its c mtents!"
"Wby so!" hastily inquired the c~ptain.
"Well, though you ere a careful and a :prudent man, it is barely possible tba " you might
lnse tbe paper and its key, where others might
find it or-"
·
"A 'sly nipper mought rob the tbief-ketcher,"
laughed Mariposa Marsh, a little ma liciously.
"Stranger things tban that have been hesrd
of," soberly added Frank. "or course l do not
mean to advise you against your own judgment.
I .simply happened to think that ouch a mischance might haJ!pen . If you were unwilling
to trust to :rour memory wholly, why not let
Bowen make a copy of the directi01 sin a secret
writing of i~ own invention! Tten, if necedsary, he could give you a translatJOP after reacbin11: the 15round where our work is to be clone. •;
Captam Cooper appeared a trifi• vexed that
bis prudence should be called into q nestion, even
tbus indirectly, and ~atber evaded gi ~iag a definite answer, returning to bis theory concerning
the happenings at Dead Man's Gulc ~ .
"I have no doubt tba,t Spring S•<Jel made bis
bead-quarters at or neai\De1td Man·s Gulch, and
played the ghost in order to lessen t 1e likelihood
of bis secret cache bein!? discove1 ed by some
greedy searcher after gold. But bfs party is
broken up, now, and I guess we will fiud the
coast clear e?Jough.
"Still, there is a possibility that we may have
to do some fi11bting, and for that reason l tboug~t
it no more than prudent to take these three
stout fellows along. They are ghost-proof. and
would not hesitate to tackle Satan himself, if I
werf.' to give them the word 1
" Well, we have discussed tbP preliminaries
about enough, and it is time I was setting _
about business. You, especially, Maritiosa, must
keep quiet, and not stir outside more than is
strictly necessary. lt is barely p ossible that
your bargain may get wind, and in t hese times,
there is no scheme too wild and improbable to
lack followers."
Captain Cooper lost no time in preparing for
their long and perilous ride, first securing a
month's furlough for himself aud three men,
then (o?etting good horses, a plentiful SUJi>ply ot
provisions, with other .sundries such as might be
needPd; then, in the middle of the night, the
little band ot treasura-seekers rode silentlr out
of the city, heading fQI' the far-away J)ea4
Man's Gulch,

8

Jlla.riposa Ma.rah •.
CHAPTER III.
AN ENTHUSIASTIC GREENHORN.

To the best of their belief, they bad left the
city of Melbourne far behind them without
arousing any suspicion of tbs purpose they
really )lad in view. Even '1f their midnight
d ep!lrture had been noticad by aay person in
p-inicular, the-chances were greatly in favor of
the movement b eing connected wholly with
police matters.
·
And as time passed on without their being
ov.irtaken by any one from the city, this belief
j!.'rew into a certainty, and the spirits of Captain
Cooper were raised in due proportion.
F or tbe first three days there was no incident
worthy of special n ot e, but the fourth day was
fated to prove an exception.
At a rougb estimate, tbey were about fifty
miles from Dead Man's Gulch, but this was the
measurement across country, not by the route
n ecessary t o be followed by the horsemen. Con·
sidering the many detours they would be forced
to make, with the crooks and curves of the
win ding trail, that distance would be almost
cl ouhled. And ·even when the trail was at its
best it was anything but smooth riding.
"We'd make a heap better time by leavin'
tbe critters behind an' trampin' it on shanks'
m1r'," grumbled Mariposa Marsh, severely feeling the effects of his unaccustomed exercise, and
the chafing bis body was baing subjected to by
no means improv ed the sweetness of bis temper.
•· We'd git ttiar a 'nough sight sooner."
« But we can't get along witho~ the animals
on the return trip. At the least calculation
tlwre will be over half a ton of gold, and though
we could lug it over the hills on our shoulders
if we were hardly pressed, I can't say I am really spoiling for tbe job."
"Durned ef I b'he ve t'fi&r's a. single ounce o'
dust tbar! It's all a put-up job on the part o'
Spring Steel to make fools 0 1 us-to git even
with them as should aib him out!" grumbled
the veteran.
'
Cooper only smiled. He knew from past exp >rience what Mariposa M~rsh, together with
.Mat, Frank and H arold, was enduring.
At meridian tbe four conscripts were only too
e~ g er to halt for dinner, though the q11estion
of food formed \the lea.st part of their anxiety,
and t he seaso ned polic~ me n interchanged m a ny
a sly wink as they noticed with what care
their allies selected the softest seats possible
anrt gently eased their chafed bodies to the
ground.
Tnus far the ride had been uneventful. marked only by the querulous grumbling of the saddle-chafed veteran . hut the afternoon travel
was fated to be diJfarent.
Our friends were busily engaged in discussiug dinnar,-when a stranger made his appearance, and appl\rently unnoticing the suspicion
expressed in the keen, frowning gaz ~ of the
pHty, he eagerly drew near, a broad grin upon
his hr>melr. face.
"You ain't got no mcftoe grub then you want
fer your O'Vn selves, I don' r eckonr• was bis
salutation as be plumped down alongside of
them, brushing the sweat from his face and hungrily eying the provisions. " I ketched sight
o' you this mornin', ~est as l was 'bout to eat

grub, an' started after ye in sech a 'tarnal
h;irry, that I left my stock o' prowlsion 1>9hind. I couldn't go be.ck fer 'em, or I'd 'a' Jost
ye, sure!"
"Th~n you have been following us! May I
aslc for what reason(_' demanded Captain
Cooper, politely enough, so far as words were
concerned, but with an ugly light in bis eyes.
"For sure! But it's mighty hungry work
talkiu' on a empty stomickl" grinned the
stranger. "You wouldn't mind sellin' a feller
critter a squar' meal, r don't reckon<?''
"If you are hungry, fall to and help your- S61f. Then, if you please, we will listen to your
reasons for followin11= us," added Cooper, coldly.
The stra nger required no more urgent invitation, but attacked the eatables as though be
was well-nigh famished.
It needed not his peculiar dialect, spoken with
a nasal twang, to proclaim him an Amencan of
tbat class which may be aptly described as a.
hair-breed Yankee from down South. Forfii,
features, ~peach and dress, all bore testimony
to tbat fact.
He was tall anlll gaunt, built like a greyhound.
His features were sharp-cut and boDy; his parch.
ment-like skin was freckled and tanned; bis
hair and beard, Ion~ and sandy, straight and
sunburnt. Hi~ small eyes were gray and keen,
closely planted together. He bore a knapsack
on his shoulders, a brace of revolvers and a·
knife in his belt, while he had dropped a pick,
shovel and pan only a few steps a.way, when he
fifst saluted the surprised party.
"I'll tell ye all, 'capt only one thing," he sairt,
speaki11g wit,h bis Q'.1.0uth full of bacion and
damp,er. "'!'hat is the name 0 1 the man as putt
me d'1 yonr track. He b'longs to tbe p'lice,
though; 1 kin say hat mucb. Re made me
promise not to tell any more, fer fear-you'd light
down onto him heavy when you come back
ag'in."
" Go on. Wby were you following u''"
uttered Cooper, in anything but an amiable
tone.
""Fer the werry best o' rea•ons," grinned the
fellow. with a knowing no1. "Beca'se you
was goin' to the werry plaqii I wanted to tlndbeca'se you knowed the way thar, while I
didn't, no more than the ,man in the moon!
Them's the raitsons !"
" What place1 If you are wise, you will
speak out, for my temper is none of the best."
"Dead Man's Gulclj !" a.nd in bis baste- to
speak, the fellow bolted his food, choking and
coue;bing as though 9e would go into a spasm.
Thus he escaped seeing tbe eft'ects of bis words
upon his auditors, and when he raised bis
dimmed eye~, red and running oTer with moisture, Captain Cooper and his friends were apparently quite cool and unconcerned.
" How do vou koow we are bound for Dead
M•n's Gnlcb1"
The strangl'r lau~hed knowl:-.-,;ly, as ile r&
neaterlly nodded bis long, horse-lik'e head:
- "He told me-the mal). I dickPred-with, in
the p'lice. Said it was a secret which I must be
monstrous keerful n ot to let leak out, or tbe
eend11 o' jestice mought be 'feated. That's wbat
Jui said. Talked sl!ck as a preacher-well edica.ted, Couree I promised, l>lrt l aQQ'~ reek0tt
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ijlll do any bar~to say it here, seein' as we're
"If you have been watching us as close'ly as
alone, an' no outsiders.
you say, you must have noticed t hat we have
''Tell ye jest how it come about: Most folks left the trail we were fol1owing,-1lor •vinced that
to bum', whar I come from, 'peared to think I we have been misled by a false nport. And
didn't hev no more sense then the law 'fows, bnt _ then, we never dreamed of lookH:g for busbthen, ye know, a prophet don't count fer much rangers in Dead Man's Gulcb~as so on think of
'mongst bis own folks, a;n' mebbe I ain'fi quite looking for them in Ballarat!" uttered Cooper,
as big a fool as I look to be! 'Tanyrate, I've a little puzzled jnst-wbat to say.
manidged to git this fur in the New World,
"But Ballarat don't lay in this d'rect.ion,
righte end up'ards.
while Dead Man's Gulch do86 !" nodded the
, "Course l come here to git rich, sam~ as stranger; positival_y.
everybody else, but I made up my mind that I
Cooper,fiushed hotly, as the fellow laughed
wouldn't rJlsh in with my ey~s sbet, like a knowingly.
blame' fool. ·-slf }:etched an' waited fer the
"Suppose we don't wish to be followed?
good cbaince w _' h I knowed must come, What If I arrest you as a spy in tbe employ of
sooner or 111.ter.
the bnsbrangers we are seekiog1 There 1s noth"I made the 'q aintance of a p'lice-feller, the ing to binder my doing it."
one I sorter told ye 'bout. Smart man, tool
"Nothm' 'cept it be that I ain't no spy nur no
Knowed Ballarat, B.indigo, an' all tbem places bushranger, an' that you be a gen t leman,'' was
was overcrowded. Tben the tax fer minin'- the prompt, self assured response, as the strantbat's like p'izen to a free-born American! I ger re~umed bis eating. _ .
swore I'd never pay it, but strike out into tbe
"But I tell yon that we bitVE' already found
kentry an' find a gold-mine all to my own lone- the bushrangP-rs and dispersed them. You say
some self!
you a re bound for Dead Man's Gulch; then you
"When I said this, my fri'nd tRlked sorter don't. want to follow us."
myster'us, an' said be bed a ricti lead picked
"Not on less you're boun' thar, t oo. Ef you
out which be..;J.owed to work up as soon as be pledge me your word· o' honor th a t yon ain't
could git discharged from the force. I pro- goin' to the Gulch, then I'll ax your pardin' an'
Esed we go in pardners onto it, but be wouldn't cut my lucky. Kin I say fairer!"
gree to that. Tben I watched my cbaince an'
Cooper bit bis lips at the fellow's persistence,
,got him drunk. He showed me the plan be bad but, though powerfully tempted t o do so, be
drawed up-here it is,'' banding over a piece of would not pledge bis word of honor to a lie.
dirty, tobacc<j-stained paper.
"Now see here,'' he exclaimed, impatiently.
"He wa~ a smart man sober, but a monstrou1 "Tbat friend of yours bas playEd you for a
poor coot when drunk! It wasn't no hard job fool. There was a time when the Guieb was
fer me to dicker him out o' the plan, an' be worth visi-ling, and a good deal of gold was dug
made it over to me f~r one hundred dollars- there; but that day is past. I pl edge yon my
monstrous little to pay fer a fortin', eh!
honor that the diggings were stripped clean,
"The next thing was to find out bow to git · years ago. You can't rnrn your salt tbere."
tbar, an' I must say my fri'nd proved bimse!fa
"I know,'' responded the green! or.' , wi&IJ a
raal gentleman, ef be was drunk! He told me to cunning twinkle in bis little eves. "He told
git all ready to start, an' then keep a watch me all tbat-'bout the snow an1 all such. Biit
onto yon; that you was goin' 'fore long to Dead that was five year ago an' more. T be gold bes
Man's Gulch, tfuntin' fer a gang o' busbrangers bed plenty o' chaince to grow thick ag'in in that
which was s'pos od to use 'round them diggin's . . len'tb o' time. ]'II resk it, anyway I"
"Waal, I did as be said, an' kep' a prit.li,y good
All bands stared at the gr~enborn in openwatch on you, b.:itb day au' night, an' here I moutbed amazement as be gave this truly exbe, though you give me the slip once or twice, traordinary reason for persisting. Could it be
an' 'most wore me down to a sbadder in keepin' possible that be was such a fool! There was
up, you d'id traV'el so pesky fast! An' now, nothing in bis face to contradict the supposition.
boss. bow much furder mongbt it be to Dead He was undoubtedly in earnest.
M11n's Guieb !"
In despair, Captain Cooper arose and gave
Dur;j,ng the latter part of this characteristic the word for preparing the cattle for the
recitaf, Captain Cooper was closely inspecting road. He could not reason with a man. who
the rude chart banded him by tbe stranger. believed gold grew as rapidly as potatoes! But
He fo1111Jd it a genuine and pretty 1rncnrate plan at tbe same time, be resolved to shake tbe , ,
of. tbe Guieb, as he could recall its features, greenhorn off for good and all, if there was any
with here and there a spot marked as gold bear- virtue in hard riding.
ing.
A guarded word conveyed the intention to
He hardly knew what to think. The story his mates, and mounting-, they rode away from
lJligbt be a true one-indeed it sounded plam;i- the noon camp, closely followed by the green~le enougb--0r, again, it might be a plot dehorn with bis pack and tools.
vised by some cunning enemy, who bad in some
Had the trail which they were forced to folmanner gained an inkling of Sprinit S~eel's low tbrou~h the broken, rugged hiU, been in
tr<>asure.
anything like decent condition, this would not
But if the latter snppo!'ition was the correct have been a very difficult task. But under the
one, what could this man hope to gain by thus circumstances, the gaunt, long-winded greenopenly showing his band1 Would be not rather horn kept at their heels without any a·ppear seek to :;py upon them, himself unobserved! ance of distress, or even of feeling bis powers of
Would be be likely to thus place himself in their locomotion seriously tasked.
po wet I
·
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remained the same, despite the fact of the
horses being urged forward with almost reek.less speed, but tbe natur'3 of the ground greatly
favo~ed the footman, and so far from being
shaken off, b~ proved that be had plenty of
spare breath, talking and1aughing with the
various members of the party, telling many a
wonderful anecdote of his own wisdom and
cunning.
-'
At length Oaptain Cooper abandoned the
hopeless scheme, and allowed the suffering
horses to pick their way at a more moderate
pace.
Despite the persistence of the greenhorn, the
police officer began to think he was more fool
than knave, more legs than brain. Still, be
had no desire to have \us company into Dead
Man's Gulch. Even if nothing worse should
come of it, bis idle tongue would almost certainly let out the secret of the discovery o!
Spring Steel's golden treasure, and despite tbe
written permit, Cooper preferred keeping all
such knowledge to himself.
MediJ;ating thus, wben they went into camp
that nigbt, be bad e. long talk with Mariposa
Marsh, choosing bis time when the greenhorn
was busied eating and conversing with tbe
policemen and tbe three lads, . all of whom
looked upon the fellow es a crack-brained enthusiast.
.
Mariposa Marsh was more suspicious by nature, and bluntly declared his belief that the
greenhorn was playing a cunning part, either
!n the interest of bushrangers, who were supposed t.o have their bead-quarters at or ne,ar
Dead Man's Gulch, or else be bad gotten wind
in some manner of Spring Steel's hidden treasure.
"Mebbe the dirty cuss thinks ef be sticks to
us cluss enough, "'e'll · be obleedged for to Jet
him into the game as a pardner-he's got brass
enough in bis face for itl" the veteran growled,
with a snor~ of utter disgust.
"Well, w,, will take birn no nearer the Gulch
than be is a.t this moment,'' decided Captain
Cooper. '' In the morning we will take the
back trail, and follow it steadii y un ti! he is
shaken cff for good and all. Then we will make
:ng.~~our and strike the Gulch from the other
"Better putt a bullet through bis skull, an' be
done with it!" growled Mariposa Marsh.
Sanguinary advice, and probably far from
being intended to be followed to tbe letter, but
before many mo(e hours passed over their beads,
Cooper was sorry be bad not acted upon it l
Frank, Mat and Harold, with the three policemen bad enjoyed tbe ride hugely, and still drew
no small fund of amusement trom the enthusiastic greenhorn. The latter accepted all their
remarks as gospel trntb, and seemed blissfully
ignorant that they were making bim a laughine:-stock.
Supper was soon 1isposecl of, and then pipes
were lighted, but the day's ride bad been a
severe one, _and all were j<tded and sleepy.
Still, it was deemed no more than prudent to
keep guard, and each one was secretly warned
by Captain Cooper to keep a close watch over
the stranger.
The night settled down dark and gloomy, anJ

as time passed on, the sent el began to nod,
worn out by the bard day's journey, then finally
fell RAleep .
Only to be aroused by a loud, angry shout,
closely followed by the ringing report of a pistol!
CHAPTER IV.
THE GOLDEN TREASURE BROUGHT TO LIGHT.
INSTANTLY all were upon the alert, but not a
little bewildered by the sudden awakening. Nor
was the matter helped any by the utter dark7
ness of the ·night.
The camp-fire bad died awll".Y" until it was
more of a hindrance than an aid to eyesight/
Tbere was nothing to tell them what bad happened save the angry curs'tng of Captain Cooper,
and that only told them the wortby officer was
fairly beside himself with rage. ·
"Wha't's the row, anyway?" impatiently
cried Mariposa Marsh, not knowing from what
qu nrter the danger threatened, and consequently in ignora nee of the proper course to pursue.
"I've been r.:ibbed-that's what's the matter!"
snarled Cooper, viciously.
'"What of? Not the paper-not Spring Steel's
secret?" persisted Mariposa Maish.
Cooper uttered an intensified curse, or rather
volley of curses, at these words, for now he
believed be understood all that that mysterious
assault portended.
He bad been sleeping soundly, lyfog on bis
back, with one arm crossed owir bis breast,
when something partially awaken~tl him. He
felt bis arm being moved, and then distinctiy
felt a hand thrust into his bosom. This fairl _y
awakened him, and he grasped at the band,
partly rising up at the same time, but only to
be knocked back again by a heavy blow full in
the face. Then the band was wrested from
bis gra•p, and the audacious robber fled, follQwed by a hasty shot from too revolver of his
victim.
Wbat, with the sudden awakel)ing, the struggle with the robber, and the sevsre blow which
he bad received, tbe police captain never once
suspected the real aim of this robbery until th'3
last question asked by Mariposa Marsh. He
felt now that his note-book was gone, and with
it the directions where an/I how to find tbe
golden treasure of Spring Steel.
Mariposa Marsh needed no other answer to
bis question than tlie furious oaths of hijj madd ened friend, nnd hastily flung a handful of
dry brush upon the smoltlering fire, causing it
to blaze up freely, throwing a lurid glow over
the little encampment.
It caused the veteran no surprise when the
renewed light failed to discover the gaunt fo.r m
of the "greenhorn," for be felt sure that the
fellow was at the bottom of the affair.
" That p'iz~n critter did it-look out fer the
ho•ses, that be don't run them off."
There was no need for more definite orders.
Every one present by obis time comprehended
tbel'acts of the case, and kn~w that the "greenhorn " bad outwitted them a"Jl.
"It may not be too late-divide and try to
take him, dead or alive!" cried Captain Cooper,
wild with rag~. "Fifty pounds out of my own
~et for the mau wbo catcll01; bi"ll"
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"Hold I don't be a 'tarnal fool I" cried Mariposa MaFSb, still more sharply. "The p'izen
imp afn't alone in tbis business. Let 'em get us
scattered once in the dark, an' wuss 'II come of
it then a bloody nose! We cain't do nothin'
afore daylight."
"Before that time he'll be miles away, aud in
full possession of onr secret!"
"That cein't be helped now," was the dry response as tbe veteran ' scattered the blazing
brush, a.nd thus subdued the glow that otherwise might prove dangerous. "We couldn't
ketch the feller onless we bed tbe nose of a
houo' an' the legs of a deer. We mought pass
him by 'ithin arm's·lengtb in this dark, an'
never·know that be was laugbin' at us. Besides,
ef be an' his mates m~an mischief, they could
easy scoop us in, once we was separated, an'
run no resks wu'th mentionin' themselves in
doin' of us up fer good an' all."
The veteran's reasoning went straight to the
mark, and even the irate captain began to
realize the folly of attempting any pursuit for
the present, under existing circumstances.
There was no longer any doubt in bis /mind
about the stranger's being far more knave than
fool.
His story, bis actions, bad all been parts of a
cunning plot to gain possession of the clew to
the bidden treasure, and bis really admirable
acting bad been crowned with perfect success.
The night bad proven especially favorable
for bis purpose, end as it had been decided imprudent to.kePp the camp-fire burning brightly,
lest some curious or inimical eyes should catch
sight of the glow, no blame could be attached to
the sentinel, for that worthy, B:>wen, took care
to roundly sweat- tbat be bad been awqke and
on the alert all the time. Considering the intense darkness, this might very well have been
the case, without bis discovering the movements
of the adroit thief, and so Captain Cooper could
only nurse bis battered nose and curse at
random.
Those were long hours that intervened before
the break of day, and to more than one little
· party it seemed as though the night would never
come to an end. But at length thA gray light
dawued in the East, and Mariposa Marsh made
a hasty scout of their immediate vicinity, while
the rest quickly prepared breakfast.
He w1.1s forced to return without any news of
importance to impart, having failed in that
dim, uncertain light to discover any trail or
traces of an enemy harboring near.
Food and drink were hurriedly gulped down,
and then, as soon as the light was strong enough
to render. the movement practicable, they
mounted their horses and set forth along the
difficult and winding trail.
.._
Maripos" Msrsb was not exactly satisfied
witb_..fbis course, but Captain Cooper was the
actua1 leader of the party, and be would not
spare the time for a tborough examination of
the ground surrounding the camp. Already
the enemy bad gained several hours' start of
them, and only bard, steady riding could possibly make up for this.
"You're the boss, an' of course what you
say, the rest o' us is boun' to agree to, an' r.o
'!terry out ef so be we kin 1" observed the veteran
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as they rode rapidly along. " But the course
you take ain't the one I'd foller, though I may
be wrong."
Cooper only grunted in reply. He was in a
particularly sour buruor this morning. Not only
bad be been completely outwitted by one whom
be bad looked upon as a veritable fool, but be
bad lost the clew to the enormous treasure
which be bad so long looked u;ion as bis own.
Not but what lie knew the contents bv heart, or
felt any doubts as to bis ability to le~d the way
direct to the treasure bidden by Spri11g£teel.
He bad no fears on that score; but the golden
secret was now in the posse65ion of one other
man-it might ere this be the common property
.of a score or more besides I
Nor bad t!J.e heavy stroke dealt him by tbs
audacious robber tended to sweeten his temper,
and from time to time be ruefully caressed bis
battered nose, now discolored and swollen to
most uncomfortable dimensions.
"By the Lord that made me!" be uttere_d, as
bis horse stumbled while be was in the act of
tenderly rubbing bis olfactory organ, causing
him to bump it painfully. " If t:ver I lay
bands on that long-legged scoundrel, I'll murder birn by inches!"
"'Fust ketch your bar','" quoted Mariposa
Marsh, with a smile on that side of bis face
furthest from the sufferer. "I wouldn't mind
takin' a finger in that pie myself! But that
time may be furder ofl' then we hev any idee
of."
·
"We can make the Guieb by to·morrow
noon, if we ride steadily to-day and all night."
"The trail's got to be better then this, afore
we kin do much night·ridin'."
" It is better. We will pass over the worst
of it to-day."
"Ef they don't take a notion to ambush us
on the road, when they see we're boun' to overhaul 'em. Though tbar ain't much danger o'
our doin' that, ef the bull kit is as good on the
tramp as our sweet·scented greenliornl" muttered Mariposa.
There may be no others. He may have been
playing a lone band," suggested Captain
Cooper.
"That's jest what we should 'a' found out at
the fust jump. The time wculdn't 'a' bin lost,
fer then we'd 'a' knowed jest what was afore
us. Now we're playin' it blindfold. They mav
be only one or two, on then ag'in they may b6
enough to chaw us up at a single mouthful
without stretchin' tbar jaws over much. It's a
p'izen awkward way o' goin' to work."
"Well, it can't be helped now," said Cooper,
impatiently. "All we have to do is to make
wbat baste we can, or they'll carry ofl' the gold
before we get there."
"Not if we ride night and day!'' asked Frank
Freeman.
"They will be most likely to take a short cut
over the bills. Tbere is one, I believe, but
·when I found out that it was considered impracticable for horses, I made no further inquiries
about ~t. By tbat route, if they take it, they
will surely get to tbe Guieb first."
"We'd sbbw our good sens~ by doin' tbe same
thing I" muttered Mariposa Mar~b, adding as be
&bitted uneasily in bis saddle: "Durn boeses,
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anyway, over sech p'izen nasty trails like this!
I'd tur::i 'emJoose an' take to shanks, mar'!"
Captain Cooper voucbsafed no response to this
remark, evidentl.v considering tbat quPstion already decided. The aid of tbe animals would
be useful in carrying away the goid, in ease
they did not find themselves forestalled by tbe
enemy.
They rode steadily on, with only a brief pause
for dinner and to rest their animals, selecting
for this purpose a valley through which flowed
a clear stream of fairly cold water, the banks
of which were well provided with grass.
They were following the old road made during
tbe rush to the newly discovered diggings in
Dead Man's Guieb, 11.od thus far had come across
no traces of the enemy. Nor did this surprise
them. The road had been selected for the passage of loaded wagons, and from tbe numerous
insurmountable obstacles which barred the way,
this was very crooked, at times almost Joubling
back upon itself in a ma'trner particularly vexa·
tious to one in a burn· to reach tbe l'nd.
Beyond a doubt "Greenboro" and bis confederates bad taken advantage of tbe more direct
foot -trail across tbe bills, and were now far in
advance.
"Still, we may be able to make up for lost
time by traveling all night," said Captain
Cooper, who was beginning to recover his usua)
spirits as he drew nearer to their goal, and the
painf11l swelling in bis nose subsided.
With ill-concealed reluctance Mariposa Marsh
and the three boys once m ore climbed into their
saddles, the brief resting spell only making their
sufferings the more acute. Still, tbey were
"gritty," and made but few moans, keeping
paet! with the "saddle-wise" police captain and
bis men, nor even indirectly suggesting a
halt.
At nightfall they pansed for supper, and gav11
both animals and men t wo good hours' reEt, a
breathing-spell whicb was fully appreciated by
all couceroed.
Without any further pause, they rode on
until nearly daydawn, making fair progress,
for, as Cooper 'had predictqd, tbe road improved materially as they neared the goal.
"The worst is passed," said Cooper, as tbey
ate their morning's meal. "We have only
about ten miles further to travel. We bave
made much better t,ime than I expected, and I
shouldn't be surprised if we got thefe first, after
all!"
"Then I've rid my last step fer to-day I" declared Mariposa Marsh, with a grimace of disgust toward the saddle that bad cbafe:I bim' so
unmercifully. "Somebody must go abead as a
scout, an' that somebody 'II be me! We don't
want to run our beads ioto a p'izen trap, after
comin' this fur in good order."
"It may ba just as , well, but I don't think
there is any danger, even if the enemy have go
there ahead of us. We have gained a whole
day on tbe road, at least, counting the ordinary
rate of traveling over snch broken ground, and
they will not be expecting us before night, anyway. Still, they may have a lookout posted to
give them warning."
As tbe end of their journey was so near, but
little time was allQwed the horses for rest, and

with Mapposa Marsh loping along in the lead,
travel was resumed.
When two-thircts of the distance was covered,
the cattle were suffered to fall into a walk,
while Mariposa Marsh increased bis pa~e in
order to tboroughly inspect the ground ahead
of \,hem, and to discover, if possible, whether
the enemy had posted f!ny lookout, in case they
bad already reached Dead Mau's Gulch.
There was op longer any necessity for extreme haste. If tbe enemy bad won the race,
only great care and circumspection could do
aught to rectify the mistake. If they were still
on the road, then it wonld be au easy matter to
intercept them.
Knowing this, Mariposa Marsh obtained from
Captain Cooper a pretty accurate idea of the
ground before him, then advised the party to
halt und.w cover until he could fully reconnoit er the trail to, as well as tbe Guieb itself.
"I kin give you tbe signal from the ridge up
yender. Ef I make a sign so, that means you're
to ride right up, fer the coast 'II be cl'ar; but ef
I give ye this sign, then the p'izan imps is ahead
o' us, an' you must cache the critters, creepin'
up slow an' easy to tbe p'int wbar I'll meet ye."
These arrangements bad been tboroughly
understood and agr!'ed to by all, before Mariposa Marsh struck out ahead on bis reconnoitering expedition, so that there was little likelihood of mistakes occurring. All had been provided for beforehand. Marirosa Marsh was too
old and experienced a scout to leave all to
chance where so much was at stake.
He was too wise to stick to the beaten
trail which, as the only route at all practicable
for borsemen, be knew would be selected for an
ambusb by the enemy, in cas0' tbey we.-e determinea to fight for. the treasure. Or if a. loo)rout was posted, bis attention would be mainly
directed toward that point.
Instead, be took tb the bill, dodging and gliding around and among the scattered bowlders,
keeping well coverect yet making rapid pro·
gress, his eyes keenly SCJlnning every f!pot
which looked favorable for an ambush or location tor a spy.
Nor was it long before the prudence of bis
course was made manifest.
Mariposa Marsh caught sight of a roughly·
dressed man seated in a comfortabie position
only a few rods below tbe crest of the ridge,
smoking a pipe and apparently keeping watch
upon tbe winding trail below, Beyond a doubt
this fellow was one of G1·~enborn's conferlerates,
watch in!!' for the party they had so cleverly outwitterl and outpacerl.
"Ef it was only tbe p'izen critter himself'"
muttered Mariposa Marsh, cresting his bead
like a-serpent and keenly surveying tbe ground
between }limself and the lookout. " How I
would en]'y cr11apin' up abind him an' givin'
him a gentle squeeze o' the thraople - bar.d
enough to put him asleep ontel old Gabriel toots
bis born!"
From the careless inertness of the fellow.
Mariposa Marsh knew that as yet he suspected
notbing, thanks to the precautions taken, and
as be became satisfied that the man was the only
lookout posted, at least in that vicinity, his reSO'
~ution was promptly t;a_~en.
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"The boys caln't come no furder without leis
tdghtin' 'em, an' t.ben he'd send the news over
the ridge in a hlJ.rry. I could pick him oil' from
here easy as slippin' up on ice, but that \"ould
tell the p'izen imps trouble was brewin'. No;
tbar's only the one way to wanjdga it. He mu.st
be 'sposed of, an' I've got to play Injun-steal
DI> ahind the critter."
With M~riposa Marsh, to resolve was to execute; and having already settled upon the route
wbicb would afford him the best cover, be sunk
fiat upon his stomach and began bis delicate and
dangernus task, without a thought of the peril
he thus incurred·.
The lookout was utterly unsuspic1ous of an
enemy being so near him, and this fact aided
tbe veteran not a little1 since the whole attention of the outlaw was directed
toward the trail
which wound through the. valley below.
Thus it was that Mariposa Marsh gained the
rear of his destined victim, bis progress being as
silent and sure as that of the serpent whose motions he admirably imitated.
Silently arising he calculated bis distance,
then leaped forward, dashing the astounde1
outlaw heavily against the rock behind which
he bad been sitting, both hands clasped firmly around bis tbro11.t, smotbe~ing all outcry
most effectually.
Mariposa Marsh. was l:iound to make sure
work of it, and without the faintest degree of
compunction, be knocked the head •of bis captive against tbe bowlder t.wice·or thrice in swift
succession, until all struggles ceased and the
luckless wretch lay a limp and DE(rveless weight
upon bis hands.
Mariposa Marsh slc .wly relaxed his deadly
grip, ready to renew t t •suffocating pressure at
tbe faintest sigll of c1 • ~ciousness on the part of
bis victim, but be ba(1 doitetis work even better
than be ,suspected. 'I'bat last, fierce thrust
·against the bow Ider bad fractured the skull of
the unfortunate wretch, and it was a eerpse that
the veteran released.
'
"I didn't mean to !9-11 him outright," muttered tbe scout balf-regretfully, as he realized the
truth. "But it only saved him from the baiter
-Cap would 'a' strung him up, sure as a gun,
ef only to make that nose o' his feel better I
The rap I gave him wouldn't 'a' killed a kitten,
an' a man with seoh 6 soft bead didn't ort to
live. anyway!"
The veteran did not feel very remorseful as
he turned away from the dead man and gained
·a position f,rom whence be could look down into
the Gulch, The enemy had fairly entered the
lists, striking the first blow, and if they bad not
emoted the consequences, only themselves were
to blame.
•
· One klllln glance Mariposa Marsh cast down
into the Gulch, then ·drew back a few yarcjs,
t·1ruing toward tbe spot where bis friends were
lying under cover. making the signal agreed
upon as denoting the preseuce of the enemy in
the Gulch before them. He waifed only long
enough ·to make sure that his signals were
observed and understood, which was made evident by the appearance of bis friends, on foot,
leaving their horses under cover behind them,
then retraced his steps to the ridge-crest.
Sitting down in :,a . comfortable~ position,
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Marippsa. Marsh gazed I upon the scene before
him.

The Gulch was a wild, dreary-looking place,
fit scene for the terrible tragedy which had been
enacted within its confines a few years before.
The sides of Dead -Man's Gulch were rocky
and precipitous, only one practicable trail leaning down its sides-that near which Mariposa
Marsh now crouched: though the little oblong
valley in which the wonderfully rich deposits
of gold had been found, could be reached by
longer routes, from either end of the Guieb.
But these features did not occupy the attention of Mariposa Marsh wore than an instant.
Gathered ar6und one of the ruined sllaf:s be
saw a party of men, nine in nuinber, and proroi-,
nent among them be recognized the tall, geunt
figure of Gre-enborn-lackh1g a better name.
An old windlass bad been rigged up across
the mouth of the shaft, and even as Mariposa
Marsh looked, be saw Greenhorn grasp the
rope,. while bis mate lowered him down the pit.
Beyond all reasonable doubt, that was the
shaft in which' the golden treasure of Spring
Steel lay hidden I
With breathless interest Mariposa Marsh
watched the eight n:en who clustered closely
around the shaft, their beads all bent downward, as though tbe sooner to learn the truth,
be it for good or evil.
"Ef the ground would only give way, an'
they all tum'le down the shaft an' break every
p'izen neck among them, it'd be a blessin' to all
· homst m~, besides savin' us a pesky lot o'
trouble!" muttered the veteran as be watched
their actions.
•
Ten minutes >.. passed-it seemed nearer an
hour to the watcher-and then be knew that
Greenhorn bad indeed diwovered the golden
treasure of Spring Steel, for the ejQ'bt men
around the mouth of the sbHft arose 1 fin their
crouching postures, flinging aloft
eir battered old ,bats as they made the gulch re-ecbo
with their-wild yells of exultation I
A ~cramb)ing sound behind Mariposa Marsh
at this juncture, warntd blm of the approach of'"
bis mates, and glancing around, he saw that
th11y bad qverbeard and understood the meaning of those loud cries. Fearing for their self
control, hti hastily joined tbew.
"They're tbar, nine of '€m, with our Greenhorn at the bead. I settled one, over yender."
nodding to where the dead lookout lay beside
the bowlder. ·"They've found the gold I'm
pntty sure; jedging fromthe noise they make,
liut it's down a shaft, an' they've g0t to git It
out yit. We'll Jet 'em do it, sense that'll save
us so much trouble."
Mariposa Marsh saw that his mates were <'ool
and <'Omposed enough, but that there w11s an
ugly fire in the eye of tbe police <'Bptain
which be did not like, for he believeJ that it
boded serious trouble.
Observing all necessary caution, the party
crept forw/lrd and looked down into the Guieb.
Greenhorn bad just been hauled up by m~ans
of the windlass, and the intervening distance
was so short that they could see he held a couple
of buckskin bags in bis bands, and appeared to
be talking earnestly as the oth€$' men crowded
around him,
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" "Ef they would only git into a fight an; chaw
each other up l" muttered Mariposa Marsh, wist.
fully.
But in this faint hope he was doomed to be
The man they had nicknamed
disap~ted.
Greenhorn, evidently held his comrades well In
hand, and where an irresolute leader would certainly have fallen into difficulties, he suc.
ceeded.
Two men grasped the rope and were ' lowered
down the shaft by their comrades, V17hi!e one
other speedily divested himself of his trowsers, tossing them down the pit, presenting a
ridiculous spectacle as he strode around in high
boots and short shirt-flaps!
Frank, Mat and Harold were puzzled to account for this queer proceeding, but Marii:>0sa
Marsh, who appeared to bit upon the truth by
instinct, speedily satisfied their curiosity.
"They're goin' to make use o' the britches as
a bag to haul up the gold in. Tbe critters is in
a hurry to clean out the cache afore we kin
come up an' ketch 'em at it."
"Ws'll never have a better chance, either,"
said Captain Coop~r, who certainly was not
doing justice to his well-earned reputation for
shrewdness and cool daring in this adventure,
simply because ha was under the spell of the
gold demon. " There are only seven to our
eight, now, for the two men down the shaft
don't count, since they can't-very well get out
unless we let them. We C'.l.n charge in upon
them and frighten them off-or if they show
fight, we can easily whip them!"
Something of this kind Mariposa Marsh had
expected ever since he saw that ugl."" light in
the eyes of bis old mate, and knowing how little
reasoning would avail, be had busied bis bruin
in the endeavor to make the most of their advantage.
"We'«I do better to wait on tel lriver o' night,"
he responded, "but I know what you be when
you onee git your mind sot onto a thing-it's do
.
or bu'st with you, then!
"By takin' our time an' usin' some trouble, I
without
Gulch
the
into
reckon we kin git down
sbowin' ourselves. The p'izen critters won't
keep a overly sharp lookout, fer they'll 'pend
mostly on that dead man to give 'em warnin' in
time. An' once at the bottom, we kin git the
drop onto 'em, an' they'll knuckle onder,
then."
Mariposa Marsh was not nearly as confident
as his words would seem to indfoate, but bis
plan appeared to o.Jrer a better chance of success than that propused by Captain Cooper.
No time was lost in putting it into execution,
though their progress was naturally slow
enough, since they felt the necessity of keeping
their ad va.nce well covered, and before they
gained the bottom of tbe slope, the enemy/bad
drawn up their first lot of gold. The bottoms
of the trowser-legs had heen firmly tied, tben
filled with sacks of gold-dust! The rope was
bitched around this novel bag, then raised by
means of the winrllass.
Wil<l with ~xcitement Greenhorn an<i his
men drag~ed the treasure away from the shaft,
cutting the strings and pouring out the treasure.
Captain Cooper was no less excited, and forgetting all prudence 4e broke cover, risking his
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neck at each leap, the sudden. movement taking
bis mates by surprise.
The rash action quickly met its reward, for
Greenhorn sighted his enemy, and raising 'his
pistol, ~red. At the report Cooper fell forward
upon his face, ;without a cry or groan!
CHAPTER V.
THE TREASURE CHANGES HANDS.

So sudden and unexpected was this blow that
it appeared to stupefy bMh parties, and for a
few moments only, tbe echoes of that shot, reverberating from the rocky bluffs around t.be
Guieb, broke the ominous silence that followed
the fall of the reckless police captain.
Greenhorn was no less surprised than were
11is men at the abrupt appearance of Captain ,-Cooper, whom be believed to be yet miles dis.
tant from Dead Man's Gulch; but quicker than
their duller wits, he recovered himself, and, on
the impulse of tbe moment ca.v:ered the form ot
bis enemy and fired the shot that was to be bitterly avenged.
A fierce yell of exultation burst from his lips
as be beheld through the filmy clouds of blue
smoke the form of his hated enemy plunging
headlong to the ground, for be knew that that •
shot would serve a double purpose. Not only
was a dangerous foeman put out of Lbe way,
but now tbere could no lon~r be any hesitation
or talk of half-way measures on the part of his
comrades: Sink or swim, they were fairly in
for it now!
Still, the outlaws" ·ere not a little demoralized. They had counted so surely upon receiving an ample warrtin~ of the approach of the
enemy, from the lips <,1 tbefr mate. stationed on
the ridge which comm ~.i•ded a view of the trail
for miles.
not been given, and
But this warnfog h
their first intimation' of danger .h ad been a
glimpse of the dauntless captain of police as he
b oldly charged upon them.
Reason told them tbut he would not have
acted thus, even with the · golden treasure as a
stimulus, unless he bad good backing; but
where was that backing1. How had this man
succeeded in passing by their lookout? Could
it blJ that be was alone?
Mariposa Marsh; the three boys and the policemen, all bad been taken completely by surprise, and could scarcely believe their eyes when
they saw Captain Cooper break cover and
charge.
Instinctively they crouched lower down and
lay still cl'oser under cover as the chief of the
opposing party fired the shot . that 'laid poor
Cooper low, and thus it chanced that the enemy failed to disc:over another foeman, despite
the keen, curious and apprehensive glances..
_
which they cast arounil.
But this situation of affairs lasted only a few
moments.
Mariposa ,Marsh was not a man to stand
tamely by and witness the deatb of a friend and
mate without. striking a swift and sure strol:e
for revenge and vengeance. '
The echoes of that first shot had not yet died
entirely away, when the veteran threw forward
the muzzle of bis rifle steadily, yet rapidly raising the barrel imtil tlle double sights bore !ull
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upon the brain of the cunning Greenhorn, w)lo
was Etill gaz·ng at the body of his fallen foe, as
though expecting it to rise up and resume its
headlong charge.
.
The trigger was pressed, tbe hammer fell,
and the leaden missile sped upon--its fatal
ernnd.
Tbe range was only a moderate pistol-shot,
the weapon was a good and reliable one, while
you might have searched far and wide without
fi :!ding a better marksman thil'.n Mariposa
Marsh.
vVit~out even a groan or a gasp, Greenhorn
ff II backward, stone dead ere his shoulders
touched the grnund, blood and brains oozing
through the livid hele between and just above
his eyes.
This shot seemed to break tbe spell which bad
fallen upon both parties, and wild, angry yells
caused the Gulch to ring again as the opposing
bands sprung into action.
The three policemen, Bowen leading, arose
from cover and rushed forward, burning to
still more bitterly avenge the fall of their
chief, discharging their carbines, then drawing
revolvers and blazing away at every step they
-made.
These shots were as promptly answered by a
rattling, irregular vollev from the weapons of
the enemy, but J.ittle "damage was done by
those first discharges. Both parties were-greatly excited, and one of them in r_apid motion,
leaping from side to side, now here, now there,
in order to avoid stumbling over the bowlders
and other obstacles which lay so thickly in their
path, tlms rendering their own aim-taking an
impo.5sibility, and at the same time giving theenemy a flving, never stationary target.
Frank, Mat and Harold, as brflve and quite
as excitable as the policemen, arose from their
coverts at the eame moment, and only for the
sharp, peremptory voice of Mariposa Marsh,
they would bave joined in that headlong
charge.
"Down! down, ye bot-beaded critters! Down
onder kiver an' make ~d use o' your rifles!
Take turns in firin', an don't throw away a
shot. Ha! didn't I tell ye sol1'
_
Tbis exclamation was drawn from the lips of
the veteran by the fall of one of the policemen,
who went down in a heap, with a bullet through
his throat. · A fierce cheer was out short and
cl-anged to a horrible, sickening gurgle as be ·
plunged headlong to the blood-sprinkled rocks.
"Take kiver, ye two bot-beaded fools!"
screamed Mariposa Marsh. tqo ~ager a'{ld excited
to pic!k or cboo e bis words. "Take kiver, an'
the p'izen imps is our meat, surii.J"
·
Even as he spoke, bis hastily reloaded rifle
was discharged again with an aim as steady
pnd true as th0ugh the veteran was firing at an
inanimate target instead of Jiving 11.esb and
blood. Living-but not after that sharp, spiteful report, Instead, a mass of lifeless clay upon
the heap of gold--one more victim claimed by
Sp.ring Steel's golden treasure!
The warning cry of Mariposa Marsh was
obeyed 'filore pro:nptly than be expected, and
more extensively than he had any intention
should be the case, for not only did the two
policemen seek cover, bu_t-so did the surviving
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outlaws as. well, their progress quickened by
three mgre rifle-shots in swift succession. None
of their number fell, but two were plainly
wounded, though not so seriously as to disable
them.
.
"You lads was a little too iilow on trigg-er,"
said Mariposa Marsh, with a -Jow, chuckling
laugh tbat sounded strangely enough to tl ·eir
ears under the desperate circumstances. "By
good rights we should 'a' bin six to four, witn
the odds in our favor, an' two- o.' them four in a
trap an' so out o' the fight, 'steatl o' six to seven,
the way things now stan'. You hed plenty o'
time to each one pick your man an' make hiHJ
cold llleat afore he broke fer kiver. But y on
waited a wee bit too long, an' sent your lead
after a fl yin' tqrget."
"It looked like murder, and they are wbH:e
men like ourselves!" muttered Frank, a litt;le
unsteadily.
"White outside, mebbe, but black enough
onder the bide," coolly retorted the veteran,
lying on bis back behind the bowlder and relaading his rifle with swift dexterity. "Tho
scum so' ofl'-scourin's o' creation. Didn't they
steal the papu! Didn't they shoot down my
old mate! An' be, th9ugb mebbe a little stuck
up in bis 'pinions, ao' somewhat bot-beaded,
was wu'tb more'n ten thousan' sech p'izen varmints as them!"
Possibly Frank thought there were two sides
to the question; but 1f so, be did not say II-'
much, for he could not help seeing bow danger·
ously in earnest their old friend was, and bow
deeply hfl ff]t the fall of his old-time partner.
He turned bis bead and stole a glance et the
gure of Captain Cooper; bnt averted bis gaze
with a little ,shudder as be saw tbe side of the
fa~e turned toward him, covered witb blood.
But a short minute ago so fuJJ of life, and now" The man who killed him did not live long
enough to boast of bis crime!'' sternly utt.ered
Mariposa Marsh, noting the shuddering glance.
"I only wish he'd come to life ag'in! I'm sorry
I killed him so quick!" be added, scowlirg
toward the spot where Greenhorn lay in death.,
"L\lck!" mutterer! keen-Pyed Mat Marley.
"The p'lace b'ys are makin' a move av some
sort sure!"
Mariposa Marsh peered around the corner of
his bowlder with en angry frowl'.l; but this
quickly died away as he saw that Bowen, keep.
ing carefully covered from view of the enemy,
was working bis way toward their position,
evidently for the purpose of consultation. But
the outlaws were also upon the alert, and thl1
movement did not escape their observation.
Maciposa Marsh caught sight of a. red shirt as
ts owner endeavot"ed to secure a shot at the
crawling policeman. It was but the glimpse of
an arm; but that was sufficient.. His rifle exploded on the instant, and a wild yell, followed
by a most ferocious cursing on the part of the
wounded man, told that bis lead bad not gone
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" Ef tbar was only a dozen or two more o' the
awkward brutes, we'd l'arn 'em a little o' the
niceties o' rifle sbootin'," said the veteran with a
self-satisfied laugh. "'Twas only a glimp' o' tbe
red shirt I got, but I knowed tliere was enough
flesh to bury a bullet in, an' I reckon I tickled.

•
ttie funny-bone on the p'izen critter's elbow a bit.
The lead wasn't wasted, ter it'll show 'ein we're
on the lookout, ready to take advantage o' any
ehaince they offer us."
"There are only five, while trll a.re eix," 9Qld
Bowen, as be gained their ooTer. "We can
drive them out by a steady obarge. And we
must avenge the poor captain."
"You tried your ban' at a stiddy charge only
a bit a~o. an' what was the outcome! 0011 good
man killed fer us, an' never a skin ci;acked on
t'other side!'' said Mariposa, sharply.
"We did the best we could, and stand ready
to tr.v it all over again,'' was the calm reply.
"Yest· I ain't denyin' but what you've got the
&and.
know you would charge a riijrnent
with fixed bayonets, ef so be you was told bf.
your s'perior officer; but that wouldn't make 1t
any the less a fool piece o' business."
"There is no question of a r2giment now,"
impatiently responded Bowen. " We are
stronger than tb~y are, for some of their gang
are wounded while we.are untouched. We can
overcome tbem by a stout rush now, but if we
wait until dark, they mav escape us, only to
ga.tlJer an overwhelming force of bushrangers,
and bring them down upon our backs before we
ce.n get out of the Gulch with the gold."
;. I don't say you're wrong 'bout bein' able to
Itek the imps, fer I know we kin do it ef we
should be fools enough to try your plan. But
what w0uld it cost1 That's a p'int you Seem to
fergit."
"Therd's a certain degree of risk, no doubt,
but that can't be helped-"
•• A sartain degree-right enough I" grunted
Mariposa. Marsh. "Jest let me s!Jow it to you
in the correct Ji~bt, an' then you'll see jest how
sa.rtain the.resk is.
.
"Over yender, onder good k1ver, lay five men,
all well armed, an• none on 'em so bad hurt but
what they kin draw a bead or ban'le a knife fit
to kill. Afore we kin bounce 'am out o' kiver,
we've got to cross over some fifty yards, right
in the teeth o' thar weepons. Thar blood is up.
They see gold eoougb afore 'em to make the
wu'st coward fight like a wildca~ ao' they on't
give it up without a toue:b fight, nuther.
"Now you've got the flggers putt d0wn afore
ye, a(ld 'em up. What's the result? How many
o' us would be rubbild out afore tbe fight was
over1"
"If you are afraid, I and my mate yonder
will lead the way and draw their fire before
you break cover."
"An' I'd lick you out o' your boots fer them
words ef we didn't bev our ban's full as it is,''
coolly retorted Mariposa Marsh, but with aR
underlying current of earnestness in bis words
tbat told he was not jesting. "You an' your
mate ain't onder my orders. in course, an' kin
git yourselves rubbed out ~est as soon as you
duru please, but you needn t count nutber me
nur these lads in on any sech foolhardy doin's.
"Mind ye, this ain't sayin' we don't mean to
clean out them imps over yenrler, fer we're
boun' to do that very little job, but we'll do it
lo our own style. Ef you want to j'ine ill, all
ri~ht. Ef not, lay low an' see us do the work."
' It you can think ot any better plan than the
one I proposed, we are ready to do our shar.e. 11

"Good enongb I But we don't want no more
'ail-on-eend chargin', It don't pay," said Mariposa Marsh, all traces of ill-humor vanishmg as
though by magic. "Besides, we kin manidge it
easier, an' I reckon you'll say the same when I
•
tell you my idee.
" The youngsters here '11 scatter out a little.
Your mate kin stay wbar be is. They'll keep
ready to knock over any an' all 0 1 ther critters
tbat you 'nd..me drive out o' kiver.
"You'll take that side, tellin' your mate
what's in the windt then keep on qnder kiver as
best you kin ont<11 you git whar you kin rake
the p'izen imps sideways. I'll do the same on
this side, an' atween us, I reckon we kin make
'em squeal enough sence they cain't keep kivered
from us all," concluded tbe veteran.
This plan was so simple and at the same time
promisrng such good results, that the others
wondered at their not thinking of it them~elves.
It was almost certain to prove successful, and
if the two pioneers were careful and prudent,
taking full advantage of the plentiful cover,
there would be comparatively little danger
attending the feat.
11ime was rapidly fleeting, and knowing that
whatever they meant to do must be accomplished before nightfall, Mariposa Marsh and Bowe""J
started on their van tu re.
In obedience to tbe directions they he.d re·
ceived, Fra11k and Harold cautiously changed
their location in order to cover as much ground
as possible, leaving Mat Marley bebin'.i the
bowlder which bad sheltered Mariposa MarslJ.
Considerable time bad been consumed by the
discussion, and in arranging the parts which
each one of the company must play, but after
these details were fairly understood, the bold
~cbeme was pressed unto its completion as rapidly as possible.
Despite tbe care which Mariposa Marsh and
Bowen took to keep their advance unknown to
the enemy bv improving every bit of cover
which presented itself, it soon became evident
that their progress was not unobserved, from
tbe growing restlessness of the outlaws.
That they realized their danger, was no less
pl!l.in from the efforts they made to dispose of
their darinit foemen, dividing their force and
disc!Jali?.'ing their weapons at every glimpse of
t.he two fi'lnkers, hoping to pick one. ?r both of
them off before tbev could reach their goal.
But Mariposa Marsh had played the same
game more tban once, and whenever it became
necessary for him to expose his person in stenl ing from one point of cover to an'lt~r, bis
movements were so swift that a better marksman than was among the outlaws would have
found it impossible to bury a bullet beneath hi2
skin while in transit.
Bowen, too, proved to be a far more apt pupil
than Mariposa Mar;_sh bad dared hope, from the
reckless darinir which be bad alrea'.ly shown,
and bearing bis instructior;• ever in mind, be
1tlso foiled the' murderou~ intentions of the
enemy, though more than once his clothes were
cut by the hurried shots, and once his skin was
~roken by a bullet. Bui this only actell on him
as a spur upon a willing horse, making him all
the mor'l determined to sncceed. -1
Frank, Mat and Hi.li-0!£1, t;hougb fu1ly rjlliolved
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to do their dtlty t;o the best o! their ability,
even while they felt a strong repugnance to
draw a bead upon men of the same color e.nd
race as tbemselves, were so deeply interested in
watching the movements of the two flankers,
that they missed several chances to make their
marks on an enemy.
This felloihad clearly forgotten the ro ition
of the Ja\)s,
else believed tbey were al engagerl in thA fla king process, for he openly exposed
bis person to l heir aim while endeavoring to secure a shot at Mariposa Marsh. His ,front and
rear were well protected by rocks, but his left
sirle was now fully uncovered.
1
1
Mat Marley was the first one of the trio to observe this and he thrust forward the muzzle of
his rifle, resolved to kill the outlaw, though his
boyish heart turned sick within him as be realize.J the stern necessity. But he was spared the
compulsory staining of bands with human
blood.
-A sharp rAport rung out, and the outlaw tumbled over dead, a bullet in bis heartl
A wondering cry broke from the lips of the
lad as be turned and noted a small cloud of
smoke arising- from a clump of bushes near the
spot where Captain Cooper had fallen. Nor
Wl\S his amazement lessened when be realized
that the body of their friend no longer occupied
the spot where they bad last observed it!
But be bad ao time for puzzling his brain
over the marvel, just then, for matters bad
plainly reached a crisis, and the next few
moments must decide the ownership of the
golden treasure of Spring Steel.
The bushrangers realized bow critical their
situation was growing, and knew tba1. in a few
minutes more they would be exposed to a crossfire against which they could ofl'er no efl'e ctual
defense. As a last, frail hope, they began to
retreat toward the further wall of the Gulch,
wh ere surrounding them would be an impossibilit,y; but this was an extremely delicate maneuver, in the face of men as wary and skillful
as Mariposa.
'
Und er similar circumstances, it is much more
easy to advance upon an enemy than it is ~o
retreat from them , and so the outlaws found it
now. Despite their utmost precautions they
could not help momentarily exposing themselves as they left their cover, and their foemen
wpre not slow to improve the opportunity thus
ofl'ered.
The never-failing rifle of Mariposa Marsh exploded, and one of the bil:sbrangers spun around
in short circles, as en a pivot, tearing at the
r ocky soil witb bis fingers aIIP biting it with his
mouth.
·
Like an echo came the report of the piece
carried by Bowen, and the death of his mate
was avenged, as f!lr as one life could 'Pay for
another.
This left only two men unaccounted for, besides those still down the shaft, and tbey, both
wounded, arose and ootook themselves to precipitate fl ight, running like terrifie goats down
tne Guieb that had proven so fafal tc• their
comrades and their hopes.
Neither Frank, Mat I!t!i.· Harold atteml\ted to
check this flight by a · shot from their rifle!'.
They wer.e well satisfied tQ be thus easily rid of
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the t;errifled wretches, looking no further ahead
than the present, but not so Mariposa
M.arsh "and the policemen. They fired at the
fleeing forms, but without success. Tbe t wo
raseals appeared to bear charmed Jives, and
sooo disappeared down the Gulch, followed by
curses both hot and furious .
"We'll hear from 'em yit, an' that in a way
we won't likel growled Mariooea Marsh, scow ling at the three Inds. "Ye bed loaded rifles-·
wby in thunder didn't ye- Glory to Moses !"
Mariposa Marsh started back as though be
bad unexpectedly encountered a ghost, and lit·
tie wonder, for Captain Cooper, whom all
believed dead, arose from the bushes and ad ··
vanced toward tbem, walking a little unsteadily, but for ali that, very unlike a corpse. His
face was covered with blood, balf·dried.and
mingled with dirt, and altogetber be presented
a most disagreeable spectacle to be so warmly
welcomed by bis overjoyed friends.
"Bowen, keep :rn eye on the sbaft," were bis
first words. "1 saw one of those rascals stick
up bis head , just now. They will be trying a
pot-shot at us, if we don't mind."
·
"Then ye ain't dead? You -didn't hev the
bull pe>ky head shot ofl' o' ye!" spluttered Mariposa Marsh., graseing the captain's band and almost dancing for joy.
"No, I was not touched, though it wasn't his
fault,'' with a gla1 ce toward the spot where tbe
body ofGr~enborn lay. "I stubbed my toe anrl
tell headlong before I could rnv1; mys~lf. I felt
bis lead tear tbrougb my hair es I fell , and nn·
doubtedly that trip saved my life. I struck my
head and face upon a rock, and I suppose ~ha
sboC'k knccked me senseless, for the next I remember was seeing you crawliirg over yonder,
and a big fellow trying to draw a tead on you.
Right or "'rang, I Ji!kked up my rifle and let
him have the contents, under bis armpit."
" 'Twas a lucky shot. fer it;. showed the imps
we bed ·~m foul , an' led 'em to try a change o'
base. But it's a p'izen pity them two critters
got cl'arl Ef they should chance acrost any o'
the Lushrangers which the sound o' burnin'
powder h es putt afoot, then we'll bev trouble
with them yit! Let alone the nat'ral Joagin'
fer revenge, thar's the gold-"
"Let us once get out of this natural trap, and
I don't care how soon they follow us," sai.i
Cooper, meaning all be utterEd, too. "And out
of here we must be before dark!"'
"Mebbe tbat's easier said than done," grunted Mariposa Marsh, nodding toward the shaft. "Of course we ain't a-gcin' witru;mt the gold we
come after, au' the biggest part o' that ain't bin
brung up out o' ther hole, yit. They'sonly two
men down tbar. an' they cain't git out ontel
we're ready to let 'em; but ef we've got them,
they've got the gold!"
Captain Cooper made no reply to this speech,
but ~oolly advancerl toward the shaft mouth.
The action was a b.o ld and foolhardy one,
fully in keeping with his nature, for a report
was beard, and a bullet tore its way through
the clothes between the officer's side anu arm,
in a direct line with bis heart.
Despite this narrow escape from death, the
captain never- flinched, but flung forward bis
arm, at the end of which swung a ready cocked
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revolver, and sent a bullet into the curl of
smoke. But bis shot was an instant t09 lai;e,
for a. howl of angry fear, accompanied by a
rushing, plunging sound, told tbat the treacherous foothold of the outlaw had given way and
precipitated him down to the bottom of the pit.
The captain was still advancing, whoo Maripos!l Marsh le11ped forward a.nd checked him
with an iron gi-.sp that would not be denied,
his weather-bee.ten countenance glowing with
sur.reme disgust.
' Of all the bull-beaded, onmanageable crit·
ters, you're the wu'st I ever see! 'Have yourself, now, or durned ef I don't climb a 11 over
your back an' lick you 'tel you cain't see!"
"We've got to get tbem out, a.nd tbe shortest
way's the best."
"Gittin' a bullet through the box wbar your
brains bed ort to be, won't do it, tbough I" retorted Mariposa Marsh, sourly. 11 Leave the
critters to me. an' I'll fix 'em."
With!l!!>. waiting for the desired permission,
Mariposa Marsh called aloud to the bushrangers:
•
" You two fellers is all they is left o' your
gang, an' onless you knock under in Jess'n two
m\naits, we'll massacres you, sure's sbootin' I
Speak up-you!"
"You may kill us, but we'll make some o' you
mighty sick fu'stl" came a boarse, muffled voice
from out of the mouth of tbe old shaft a moment
later.
11
We'll do wuss then kill you-we'll roast yon
'alive!" retorted . Mariposa Marsh. "Ef you
pass out your weapons au' do as you're t :.ild,
we'll give you your lives. Think it Over wbile
the boys kin'le a fire. It'll come in play ef you
don't give up. Ba about it, lads!"
"Do your worst, and be--!" growled the
outlaw. 11 -You mean to kill us anyhow, and
we may as well die fighting as with our bands
tied."
" Start a fire, boys, while I keep a watch
over the bole," added Mariposa Marsh in a tone
that convinced hh coml'ades be was making. no
idle threat. 11 True as the sun is shinin' down
on our beaus, I'll roast the obstinate critters
alive, onless they knock under!"
Bowen and his mate quickly collected material for a fire, and as soon as the sticks were
fairly aglow, Mariposa Marsh bade them fling
several in to the sb1ft.
Until this ,vas done, the outlaws appeared to
think bim jesting, hut now, seeing how worse
than useless such a contest would be, they
callerl aloud for mercy.
"Throw up your weapons then, an' crawl out
vourselves."
• This was done, and when they were fairly
disarmed, be said:
"Take them britches an' go down ag'in.
Finish sendin' up the gold, an' when we leave
tbis place, we'll let you go free witb your lives
-which is better tarms then yon desarvE<."
In silence the cowed outlaws obeyed, though
one was somewhat sbiff and bruised from the
effects of bis awkward tumble down the old
abaft.
11 Now tben," added Mariposa Marsh, turning
t-0 the two policemen, " you go an' fetch up tbe
bQr-. I reckon we'll be all ready to start on
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the back-trail by the time you kin git back
with the critters."
As Captain Cooper nodded his acquiescence,
the policemen obeyed this order at ~nee.
·

CHAPTER VI.
A DESPERATE EXPEDIENT,

MARIPOSA MARSH urged bis two slaves of the
shaft to ardent work, and knowing that their
lives in all probability bung upon bis good
humor, they labored as diligently as though all
the gold they packed into the novel " bag" was
for their own use and benefit.
In less than ten minutes they gave the signal
to hoist away, anrl as the wi.lldlass turntid briskly raround, another portion of Spring Steel's
treasure came to sight.
The trowsers were emptied cf their precious
c.argo, and the rope once more lowere<l down
the shaft for tbe remainder, while the new
owners of the treasure stood gloating over the
wonderful sight-more gold than ever gre;eted
their gaze at any one time during the whole
course of their lives I
But the end was not yet. Twice more the
rope was drawn up, without exhausting the
marvelous hoard, and the excitement of tile
party was growing almost unbearable, when
their exultant fancies received a rude check.
The figurE>s of Bowen and his mate were se.e n
rap1dly crossing the ridge, but tbey were re·
turning empty-banded as they went! Where
were the horses?
" More trouMe a-brewin' I" exclaim~d Mariposa Marsh, in a tone of ineffable disgust, as
soon as it became clear that Bowen and bis
comrade were indeed returning without the
animals for which they bad been dispatched.
" Somethin' or somebody hes run off the bosscritters I Not that I'd keer much,'' he Added,
with a sudden lighting up of bis countenance,
"ef I only knowed that durned, sore-staroed
saddle '<l make 'em feel as sorry as it did me!"
Coptain Cooper was too impatient to learn
why his men came back empty-handPd, to remain where be was to receive their report., but
hastened to meet them. Bowen saluted bis
superior, remembering tbe rules and regulations
even-in tbis emergency, when everything else
seemed turned topsy-turvy, then spoke:
"The horses were gone, captain-neither hide
nor hair in sight-and only this bit of paper left
to tell us what bas become of the!ll," holcimg
out a dirty scrap of paper.
Captain Cooper took tbe soiled fragment. and
tbe bold signature first met his eyes: "BRIM·
STON.l!l.BILL," writ~n in a plain, resolute style
that corresponded well with the reputation won
by the bushranger who bad selected this sliglltly diabolical n01n de guerre.
On the paper were these words:
"HONORABLE Sm:-I take the liberty of borrowin1t
your cattle and camp equipage, well knowing that
your riding and feasting days are over, and that you
will have no further use for the aforementioned
chattels. You have descended into your grave, and
instead of living to enjoy the go1den treasure of
Spring Steel, you shall fall a sacrifice to his mane!)i
11.Y the hand of his old·tirne mate and bosomfrieng. •.
Here followed the signature as given above,
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and the significant screed was boldly directed
to Captain Charles Cooper, of the CoJonial
Mounted Police.
With a half-laugh at the impudence of Ghe
fellow, Cooper read this audacious missive to
his wondering mates, then mechanically turned
toward Maliposa Marsh for bis opinion.
1
"Do you know anytbin' 'bout sech a critter?"
"Nothing more than that there is such a
busbranger, who travels under that sweetscented cognomen. He is reputed to be rather
more devil then man, and more crimes and
atrocities are laid at his door, than of any other
outlaw, unless it may have been Spring Steel,
whom be claims as an old mate. I know tbat
there are three private rewards offered for bis
apprehension, dead or a1ive, besides the regular
government plice."
"It may be ginuine, then, or it may be only
a trick of some common boss-thief to skeer us
off from follerin' after our critters," muttered
Mariposa Marsh, thoughtfully rubbing the tip
of bis nose.
"Only for the gold, I would take tbe trail at
once and answer his precious note in person!"
said Cooper, bis lips compressed, bis· bands
working nervously and the dangerous fire deepening in bis eyes.
"One thing is sart'in," added Mariposa Marsh,
apparently not hearir.g the observation of bis
old friend. " We caia't tote all this gold to
Melbourne, nur even to Ballarat, on our backs.
I won't make a 'tarnal jassack o' myself fer nobody I Tb at much is settled, sure I"
"Nor will I leave the gold behind," as firmly
but more quietly added Captain Cooper.
"Not fer good an' all, in course not," quickly
uttered i>he veteran. "I don't give up a thing
so {lllSY when I once set about kerryin' of it out.
But we've got to cachet be gold ag'in, in some
snug spot, ontel we kin git back them critters."
"That sounds more like it," said Cooper, bis
contracted brows relaxing. "I was afraid you
meant to beat a retreat and let both gold and
horses go. I might have known you better."
"I don't say that it wouldn't be the wisest
plan, but the best o' us is little better tben fools
at odd spells, an' it's my tru·n now, I s'pose.
But we'll see the job through, now we're started
in it, an' try the metal o' this brimstone critter.
"Yer's my plan, which af anyo' ye kin better
it, all right:
"We'll -pick out a deep bole in the crick,
yender, an sink the gold-bags into it,. tyin"em
together an' markin' the place so we kin find an'
draw 'em out easy when the right time comes.
Thar's enough britches an' shirts layin' 'round
loose to make the bags-"
"What of the two men down the shaft!" in·
terpo!<ed Cooper.
" It'd be tbe safest way to slit thar throats, I
s'pose, but that may look too butchery to you
lads," turning tow1tt·d Frank, Mat and Harold,
"though they'd jump at the cbaince to sarve us
all tbat way. But I don't reckon we nee'tl go
quite so fur as that. We kin keep 'em down the
bole ontel we bide the ~old an' blot out all
traces o' the job, then we kin tie 'em up, band
an' foot, an' lower 'em to the bottom. They'll
stay thar safe enough ontel we git back with
the bosses."
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" But we may never return-there is no tellini,i/ observed Frank, calmly. "What then!"
' Then they'll bev all the more time to 'pent
o' tbar past sins an' git true 'ligion-wbicb they
stan' greatly in need of, or I miss my guess,"
grinned the veteran.
Frank turned aside with a slight shudder of
repugnan<'.e, but be knew that any remonstrance
be might mahe would be u'eless, and only create unpleasant feelings. When such men es
Mariposa Marsh and Captain Cooper had fairly
determined the course they were to pursue, no
common obstacle could turn them aside from
their goal; and the lives of a dozen enemies
would be sacrificed as readily as those of the
two now in their power.
Under the circumstances, the plau proposed
by Mariposa Marsh was apparently the most
feasible one that could be devised, and as be
wished to strike the trail of the stolen horses,'
learning its general direction before the shades
of night prevented, all bands at once fell to
work, · Bowen and bis fellow-policemen stripping the dead busbrangers of their garm ent~,
necessary to carry out the idea of Mariposa
Marsh.
This job was not a long one, as the gold was
already done up in small skin bags, easily band led, and a dozen of these proved load sufficient
for each garment.
While this work .was going on, Mariposa
Marsh made good though covert use of bis eyes,
and keenly scrutinized the walls of r ock which
inclosed the oval valley in quest of any smpicious object. And the value of this precaution
was speedily made mani-fest.
A short, grating laugb parted bis lips as
Cooper announced tlie fact of the gold·being all
packed in readiness for its transf~r to the oreeK,
aud Mariposa electrified tbFm all with:
"I don't reckon the job'll pay, after all.
Tbey's a p'izen critter up on the rncks yender,
which is watcbin' us too cluss not to mean mischief I"
There was no need to ask a more explicit
statement. As if by instinct they turned their
gqze toward the right quarter, and as they did so, the form of a tall man arose from behind a
bowlder, makbg a peculiarly insulting gesture
as be came into plain view.
"You see!" added Mariposa, with a grim
smile. "That talks plainer then words, an'
says the critter is well backed, or be wouldn't
show bisself in that way, nur yit dust the seat
o' bis britches with his band so mighty bold.
Tea to one that we've let the chaince slip
through, our fingers, an' that we cain't leave the
Gulch, even if we wanted to, ever so bad I"
" Tbere 'are three ways of getting out," said
Frank, calmly. "Up or down the Gulch, or
else by the trail, yonder. It is not likely that
Brimstone Bill bas more than double our number, and tbege must be divided in order to guard
tbe different passes. We can force our way
through them, then, if we only make up our
minds to do so."
"Not without abandoning the gold!" muttered Captain Coo~r, doggedly. "And that I'll
never do, now Ive fairly got my bands upon it.
Of course, I am not dictating to the rest," be
added, in a more natural tone. " If you all
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agree t1iat that course is the best one to follow,
I'll do my share of the fighting, but as soon as
the road is fairly opened for you, I'll return
here and defend my rights."
"Whatever else we do, we must all hang together," said Mariposa Marsh, decisively. "It
may be that -we're makin' a bi~ fuss over
nothin', but the didoes o' that p'12en imp up
yender, makes me feel monstrous dubersome.
Looks like he knowed he an' his mates bed the
dead-open-an'-shet onto us!"
"Well, what is to be done first! Abandon
the treasure I won't-that is said and sworn tot•f'
"Nm: we won't 'bandon you, though I'm
peskily 'feared that this gold 'll cost ye more in
the eend then ten times tba amount '11 ever be
able to pay back. But we 'listed fer the bad
as well as the good, an' must take things all they
come.
"Fu'st thing-you three boys want to keep a
cluss lookout, an' let us know the fu'st you see
o' any more inemies. Next, le's git up them
two fellers down the hole."
Captain Cooper bent over the mouth of the
sbart and bailed the two bnshrangers.
"We're 'most ready," promptly responded
the fellow who bad all along acted as spokesman. " Thar's only a few more bags to pack
up, an' then we'll be done."
"Tell 'em to leave the gold wbar it is, an' both
hang on to the rope, while we draw 'em up,"
muttered Mariposa Marsh as Cooper turned an
inquiring glance toward him.
Tnis order was transmitted to the men below,
and was promptly obeyed, though not without
soml' little curiosity on the part of the outlaws,
as the ,expression upon their faces plainly betrayed as they were drawn up to the surface.
"Take a half-hitch 'round thar arms, an' ef
they try to play any tricks, tickle 'em with
lour knives, hilt deep," said Mariposa Marsh
m a tone that none could doubt was perfectly
sincere. "The rest o' ye keep a cluss lookout,
an' call me if l'm needed in a hurry."
While speaking, the veteran lowered the rope
down the shaft to its full ext•mt, then gras:ped
the cord with hands an:l knees, allowing himself to slip steadily down the pit.
The meaning of all this was an enigma to
Mariposa's comrades, but he possessed their full
confHence, and they knew that be was working
for the common good. S till their curiosity did
not prevent them from obeying his orders and
keeping a close lookout in every direction, and
their blood flowed more quickly as they cau~ht
sight of the spy on the hilltop making various
slow but emphatic gestures, apparently signaling
to bis mates.
That this was the fact, was only too speedily
made manifest by the appearance of Se'{eral
hµman beings at each end of the oblong valley,
as well as upon thti hill where the trail crossed
lt. How strong these forces were, could only
be surmised, for the enemy kept themselves
covered as completely as possible, while slowly
but surely drawing toward a common center
which, almost as a matter of cou\"se, was the
shaft beside which our friends were now stationed.
The two captive busbraogers were not the
last to remark this new phase of a1fairs, and

that they confidently believed 'they would reap
the benefit of any chanJl:l was plain enough.
"Don't you think it!' said Bowen in au ominous mutter as he read their hopes in their
brightening faces. "If an army of your kidney
were to come into this Guieb for tbe express
purpose, they would rescue only your dead
bodies. The first shots that are fired, kills
you!"
Matters were growing critical enough, and in
obedience to the instructions be had received,
Cooper called <mt to Mariposa Marsh to make
haste. Almost instantly the rope was shaken
violently, and the thr.ee lads plied the windlass
rapidly until the veteran once more stood above
ground. A few words put him in possession of
the facts, then Coop?r added:
" We can carry the gold across to the rock
wall yonder, and there make a figbt until-"
"Ontel we git rubbed out-jes' sol" coolly interrupt«l Mariposa. "In two ways they could
do it, an' need never burn a grain o' poivder.
One is to lay low ontel we starve out fer want
o' grub, an' water to drink. The other-see
them rocks up on the hill, yender1 Jest set 'em
a-goin', an' how Jong would it lJe afore we was
all mashed to a jelly1 Not hafe an hour, at the
very outside!"
"We could make a charge if matters grew
desperate-"
"Ao' be knocked over, one by one, before we
could pull trigger on a ioemy. That would be
a fit 11ndin' to tbe hull durued-fool business; but
I don't want any in mine, thank ye."
"What else can we do1" sullenly demanded
Cooper. "In tdn minutes more those devils
will be in position to open fire on us. Stay
here. and be shot down like hogs in a pen?"
"You all know I never lie, nur say a thing I
don't mean when I'm talkio' in sober airnest,"
said Mariposa Marsh, now speaking with rapid
distinctness. "I haio't got no time to s'plain it
all, now, nur it wouldn't be wise to do so afore
them critters,'' glancing toward the two prisoners, who were t>agerly listening to his words.
" But I'm willin' to pledge you my word o'
honor that I kin see my way cl'ar through the
scrape, p'izen nasty though 1t looks at the fu'st
glance. Promise to kerry out my orders without hesitation or axin' any questions fer tbe
present, an' all will go well yit. You hev my
worrl o' honor to that etrec' 1"
"Tell us what to do and we'll do It if three
boys can," simply said Frank Freeman, and
that he spoke for all was clear from t.be manner in which Mat and Harold ranged alongside.
"Go take t.h em blankets and soak 'em as full
o' crick water as they'll bold," said Maripos!>.
Marsh.
The prompt obedience of tbe three Jails was
not without its influence over Captain Cooper,
who bad been too long used to commanding to
find unquestioning obediance easy, but be, too,
bad great faith in bis old mate, aud announced
hie readiness to trust him without words or explanation.
Of course, this submission included that· of
the two policemen, who were in duty bound to
follow wherever their chief led. and Mariposa
Mar.sh immediately set them to work.
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"You," indicating Bowen," take one o' them your fate, old mate!" he muttered in an earnest
critters an' go down the shaft. Stop at the tone as he grasped the doubled rope and swung
place wbar tbev tuck the gold out of.i_ an' be himself over the opening.
ready to stow away tbeklust as we lo-r it."
There wns no real necessity for this warnillg.
His instructions were promptly obeyed, and Mariposa Marsh knew that he bad ah·eady done
as the three lads now returned with the blan- his share of the work-all that a single man
kets thoroughly saturated, Mariposa Marsh could d(l-and though brave even to tbe verge
gave them their orders, thus being himself left of recklessness when there was anything to be
. at liberty to keep the enemy from stea1ing up gained by such a course, be was not a man to
too close for safety, which be did by one or two . run any unnecessary risk through pure bravado,
well-directed shots which, though doing little or to throw away his life while a chance for
injury, since the outlaws kept closely covered, preserving it remained.
served bis purpose by warning them of what
So, slinging his rifle over bis shoulders by the
the slightest exposure might result in.
strap attached, be grasped the rope as soon as
. Meanwhile Cooper, .Tames, the second police· the captain bad descended sufficiently far to
man, and the three lads, aided by Bowen below, permit him, and in ten seconds more was on the
quickly lower!J<i the packages of gold, one level below, swiftly pulling down the rope
after another, following them with the wet which had stood them in such good stead, exblankets.
pecting with every instant to feel it grasped
"Now tell Bowen to be on the lookout, an' from above by the bafiled enemy.
to be ready · to stop ye at the hole,'' muttered
This; however, did not occur, for an all-sufMariposa Marsh.
ficient reason.
1
He wasgrowin{!: a little anxious now, for he
If bi3 own party were amazed and at a loss to
knew that the crisis was close eyt band. Naturally account for the strange proceedings inaugutbe enemy would gyow bolder in proportion as rated by Mariposa Marsh , placing them, as it
the force opposed to them above-ground grew appeared, in a trap from which ..tbern was ab·
less strong, and q well-directed charge at the solutely no chance of escape or of defeating the
critical moment might ruin everything. Still, enemy by either fighting or stratagem, the out.
that danger must be run, and he was not entirely laws were no less so.
without hope, since the enemy mu~ naturally
Had they known the exact truth, they would
be not a little puzzled by their truly strange have ere tbis done wba.t Mariposa Marsh feared
proceedings, and might suspect the.presence of a ,they would do-made a simultaneous charge
cunning trap. If so they would be guarded in upon the divided fore~, and thus insare their
their approach, and all might yet turn out well. own success, even though it should cost them a
.Tames and Harold were the fi.l'st to grasp the Jife or two. That risk such men am always
rope and swing over the dark mouth of the pit, ready to run when any coveted reward is to be
being rapidly lowered to the level in which tbe obtained, and so they would have acted be.yond
- gold bad been found. Then Frank and Mat a doubt had they known for certain that our
were sent down in the same manner.
friends were really descending the shaft. But
"On tie the rope an' bang it double over the this idea appeared such rank folly to them that
drum, then shin down as fast as the law 'lows it was instantly banished.
yet" muttered Mariposa Marsh, his uneasiness
They could only account for the maneuver by
mcreasing as be saw a inore unequivocal bustle believmg the adventurers were trying to lure
among the enemy, as though they bad at length them into some trap, in reality lying in ambush
wrought their courage up to the charging point. among the ~ttered stones and clumps of shrubCaptain Cooper was far from being satisfied hei;.y which surrounded the shaft, bop'ing thus
by thus having to act blindfolded, as it were, to equaliz-e forces by one deadly volley.
but be was wise enough to see that any discusU ndel' this delusion they suffel'ed the gdlili;in
sion now could only result in their destruction, opportunity to slip through their fingers, nor
and obeyed ordets with a rapid dexterity, bang- were they undeceived until tbe spy whom they
fog the rope as directed, then bidding the bad stationeil upon the bigbest point . of the
rocks OTerlooking the valley, and whose ele1second prisoner descend into the pit, enforning
ibis commands by a sbow of bis pistol,
vated position enabled him to more exactly
The wretch doubtless felt that it was hard to note the movements of our friends, descended
!be thus forced away from the approach of those from bis perch and breathlessly rejoined them,
...v.ho would naturally be bis friends when they indignantly pointing out the error into which
.came to understand bis story, but be could read they had fallen.
_
1human nature plain enough to see that resistEven then they were not full.V convinced,
,1mce .on bis part would be rewarded with in- being unable to understand why their intended
'8tant death, and life was too sweet lor him to victims should pursue such an extraordinary
.throw ·away, even under such humiliating cir- course, wl:Jen they could far more easily· have
~UII!.'.ltances . So, grasping the rope, be (rapidly
betaken themselves to som" one of the rocky
descencJ.ed.
niches in the wall, where tbP.y might bave made '
"Quick! down with ye!" grated Mariposa a stout fight for lif.e before succumbing to the
'.Marsh, bis eyes aglow as be swiftly leveled his inevitable. Nor did they advance freely and
a:ifie and sent a bullet crashing through the without trepidation until the spy boldly stroda
brain of an enemy who was endeavoring to per- up to within a dozen yards of the mouth of the
form the same feat for one of the twain still re· shaft, thus showing bis faith in, as well as tbG
I
maining above ground. " Tbe r-'.izen imps air correctness of bis eyesight.
comin'l"
•
Meanwhile Mariposa Marsh was feeling at
"Follow me at once, or 'II return and share l most as much uni)asiness as were bis enemies
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at this delay, whlch he feared

l)oded ill for the success of his desperate expe-

dient.
Where he bad expected an immediatEI rush,
and perhaps a volley of bulleta and bowlders
down the mouth of the shaft, all was silence
and seeming peace. Still be did not give utterance to his fears, but as soon as bis feet were
firmly planted on the level, he rapidly drew
down the rope by pulling on one end, coiling it
up as he did so for future use, since that was
an important feature in his plan of escape.
At first all was dark to those below, so much
so that they could not distinguish the forms of
their closest neighbors, unless these stood upon
the very verge of the shaft, or of the l'lvel, to be
more accurate. Even then, features could not
be 4istinguished until several minutes bad
elap3ed, and, consequently, nearly all were
afraid to move, lest they should be precipitate'.!
into some unseen pit, or down the lower shaft.
The exceptions were Bowen and the ~wo
prisoners, the former because his eyes had
grown !l'.lmewhat accustomed to the gloom, the
latter because they had formed a pretty aocurate
idea of the nature and shape of the place which
tbey now occupied, by their labors and researches while collecting and packing up the
treasure desposited there by Spring Steel.
This knowledge may be briefly expressed,
beiag necessary to a full understanding of what
is to follow.
Tbe shaft proper was nearly, if not quite, one
hundred feet in depth, being much wider at the
bottom than the top, and tolerably well braced
and shored up by the timbers that had only partially prevented it from caving in. This falling
away from the sides in spots, made the opening
irregular in shape, affording more than one
snug hiding-place in its sides, which fact, probably, was the reason the notorious bnshranger
selected this particular shaft for the temporary
"bank" in which to lorlge his preciom deposits.
Still, it was not one of these natural openings
which Spring Steel h'ld selected for his cache,
but a purely artificial cutting or chamber, the
entrance to which was very nearly seven feet
square, and now qnite double that in depth.
The edges of this chamber, though only partiaUy shored or braced, had crumbled but very
little, until the rear was reached. Tbera the
earth bad caved from the roof and sides, running in an abrupt slope toward if not quite up
to the roof. But eyesight availed little so far
from the-shaft, down which the only light came,
and this could be judged only by feeling.
What that cb11mber, if chamber it really was,
had been constructed for, only one among the
party could have told, while the rest, in their
natural anxiety, did not give the matter even a
thought.
Despite his uneasiness, Mariposa Marsh did
not lose any time; but as soon as be had the
rope fairly coiled up, be urged his friends to
work, setting the example himself.
"Drag the bundles o' gold back here-stow
'em close to the walls on the side, whRr the dirt
begins to raise UJ?. Lively, now! 'Twon't be
long afore we begm to hear from them p'izen
imps up tbar, an' we've got heaps to do yit,
afore we're ready.''

"If you wQuldn't be so a!ose-mouthed; but
would tell mt what the scheme is you have in
your mind, or even give us an idea of its natu~e,
we could work to mncb better advantage," uttered Cooper, who3e curiosity was as ardent as
that popularly ascribed to the fair sex.
"Time eiaougb to talk when f git the idee
fa'rly mapped out in my own mind," replied
Maripos!l Marsh, shortly, even then finding a
peculiar pleasure in baffling bis old friend.
"Git these bundles out o' the way in the fust
place. Then we want to onfold an' fasten two
o' them blankets toli"ether, with the other one
lappin' over the j'imil' place, so no smoke kin
come through while we're flnishin' the job.
That d:Jne, we'll see,''
"You think they will try to smoke or roast us
out!"
"I don't only think so, but I lcnow it," decisively responded the veteran. "The little fl.re
we left burnin' up yender will be sure to putt
the idee into thar heads, even ef it wasn't thar
already. They'll take that as the e11Siest way
o' gettm' sbet on us, an' so it would be, ef so be
we was fools en6ugh to set still here an' let 'em
hev things all tbarown way-which tbiscbioken,
fer one, don't 'low to do."
Scarcely had Mariposa Marsh uttered thli1
sentence when the enemy above struck the first
blow.
Until now they had been kept from approaching the mouth of.. tbe shaft by the doubts and
suspicions already alluded to, but when convinced by the spy that these fears were absolutely without foundaJ;ion, they crowded around
the opening, though still keeping a few yards
away, lest a rille-shot come from the depths
below.
Then the spy picked up a heavy fragment of
rock, and cast it into the pit, yelling aloud in
ferocious exultation as a piercing scream of
horrible agony and despair came to their ears
from the gloomy depths below I

CHAPTER VII.
THE DISCOVERY MA.DE BY MARll'OSA MARSH.

THAT wild, unearthly scream, extortt>d by
agony the most intense, caused the blood or
those pent up in the narrow chamber below t.o
fairly run cold, for they knew that it proclaimed the death or maiming of one of their
numbel'!
But which one! Who was the hapless victim!
•
Such were the questions asked by one. and all
as they gli.nced hul'riedly around-asked, but
only mentally, for they dreaded the answer
which might be given to the spoken words.
Mariposa Marsh was the first to solve the
mystery, thanks to bis position furthest from
the erlge of the shaft, thus 11:iving him A fairer
>iew of bis companions, and there was great relief in his voice when he saw that Frank. Harold
and Mat were near him, then discovered the
truth, crying:
"It was one o' them two critters we fetched
'down witb us-lucky 'tain't no wuss!"
Such was indeed the fact. The larger one of
the two outlaws was no longer in the chamhE>r,
and as all the rest .could be accounted for, being
safe and uninjured, there was no reasonable
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ddllb~ bat that be was the sufferer, or that that
unval."tl:l,Y shriek had come from his lips as be
fell a victim to the first blow dealt by his
friends' above.
"'
He was the man whom Captain Cooper had
forced to descend the shaft at the muzzle of his
pistol, and was apparently a f..r more stubborn,
reckless fellow than bis mate, since he it was
who so narrowly missed shooting tfie police officer when the latter drew near the shaft, after
tbe 'death ·of Greenhorn and defeat of bis band.
It seems that he was resolved to make his escape from captivity, at all risks, and doubtless
fancied he saw _a good opportunity when bis
captors were a11 busied in stowing away the
treasure, and preparing the blankets under direction <Jf Mariposa Marsh. Although the fore·
tbongbt of the latter bad removed tbe rope, the'
out.Jaw believed he could ascend to the mouth
of tb·e shaft by means of the still tolerably firm
timbers aQ_\i spars used to keep the sides from
caving in. He thought only_of escaping the
captivity below, never pausin~ to count the
peril which would assuredly await his appearance 11 bove, since the chances were that Brimstone Bill and all of bis gang would fail to recognize him as a friend, even if any of them had
ever met him before. But his brain was too
sluggish to entertain more than one idea at a
time, and believing that ail would he well if be
could only get started on his upward journey
before being missed, the doomed man cautiously
edged toward tb~sbaft.
This be succeeded in rPaching without at..
tracting the attention of his captors, and was
just grasping one of the timbers, when the
heavy bowlder came from above, !)triking upon
and crushing both bands and wris.ts to a jelly,
extorting ·that horrible shriek from his lips.
The weight of the rock tore him from bis fo<Jting,, and bore him with it down the shaft, No
furl;ber ou tcry came from below, and in all
probability the luckless wretch was killed outright by the bewider falling uppermost.
Tber~ was a brief respite while the spy yelled
with ferocious exultation, but then as he and
his fellows bestirred themselves, gathering
stones end burling t)lem into the shaft, hoping
thus to easily accomplish their bloody work,
our friends saw that there was no time to lose.
" 'Twon't :00 Jong afore they'll be thinkin' o'
- roastin' us," muttered Mariposa Marsh, as soon
as the mystery of that frightful shriek was
solved. ''It's onlv boys' play now, but they'll
soon see that weire &o fixed that they cain't
rock us to sleep ferever amen!"
"We were fools for ever coming into such
a rat-trap, wbeq r.-e -could could have - fought
them above-gr'ound in a manly-way," growled
Cooper, in a tone or1 utter disgust.
"YoJ.I'll eat them words in iess'n a hour,"
chuckled Mariposa Marsh, whose good-humor
was restored by the appearance of tbe enemy
above. "We'll see then which pa'r <1' shoulders
tbe fool's bead sets best an' most nat'ral ontoyourn or mine! But fu'st, ie's let them crif.ters
up yender knel'W we ain't dead yit, or they may
begin to smell a mice," be added, cautiously
cocking a re'i'olver and drawing near the shaft.
" Say, you!" be screamed in a shrill tone
that rose high above the rush and clatter of the

descending stones. "-Say-you p'izen critters
up yenderl"
The bail was heard, for the shower of stones
abruptly ceased and a clear voice made reply,
.though the speaker took good care not to expose any part of his person.
"What are you bowling about? Can't you
let the boys have a little fun, without kicking
up a row like that!" _
" Fun's all right, but let 'em pitch tbar jackstones down some other bole that ain't ockepied I They make so pesky much noise we cain't
sca'cely hear ourselves think. 'Tain't good
manners, an' ef you keep it up much longer,
we'll git mad an' won't surrender at all-so
thar, now!"
"I thought we would contrive to bring you
to terms pretty soon," added the voice, with an
~xultant laugh. "Crawl up the sides of the
shaft, and you shall be treated well."
" Let me see your face fu'st, so I kin be sure
you mean what you say," persisted Mariposa
Marsh.
There was no immediate response made, but in
the course of a few moments, the head and
shoulders of a human form were projected ovev
the edge of the opening. Mariposa Marsh
smiled grimly as he raised bis revolvey. He
was not Y)ne to be deceived by such a sl'lallow
trick, for his keen eye at once detected the
fact that a dead man bad beeu pushed forward
by the suspicious outlaw. Still, be :iiscbarged
bis weapon, then jumped back, satisfied with
what he bad accomplished.
•
A taunting laugh followed the shot, and the
dead body was tumbled down thii shaft; but no
more stones followed, and the voice of Brimstone
Bill was beard above:
'
"Stir up that fire l Gather wood and pile on.
We'll try and warm those fellows up a bit!"
"That's all I wanted," chuckled Maripesa
:Marsh, as be beard these orders. "Now we
know them imps won't be watcbin' us too clues
down here, an' you kin light up your bulls'
eyes."
Captain Coo~r obeyed in dogged silence.
He, as well as his men, had been furnished with
dark lanterns before setting forth upon their
treasure-hunting, knowing from the description
of the biding-place chosen by Spring Steel
that some such aid would not come amiss, and
- it was only the work of e. moment to strike a
light.
The veteran was not idle. By this time the
three blankets were arranged to his satisfac- tion, and these be now proceeded to suspend
berore the opening, pinning the upper portion
secu:r,:ely to the timbers in the roof, and fastenin?, the sides in the same manner.
_ 'Tbat will hardly keep out the smoke, if they
set about roasting us out in earnest," said Frank,
when Mariposa Mar~b gave a grunt of satisfaction as though his work was done.
"It will when we get through. Fasten the
light UIJ. ag'inst the wall, an' all ban's fall to
work. Brin~ them biggest lumps o' dirt to bold
the bottom of the blankets firm, then pack it
tight all the way
to the roof."
" We may as we! smother with smoke u from
lack of fresh air I"
"I don't 'low to do neither, nor yDu won"s.
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old mate, ef you only fall to an' lend us a
band."
Tb ere was a·' confidence in the tones of the
veteran that convinced Captain Cooper of his
truth, and without any further objeetions beset
.
to work with tbe others.
Nimbly as they bestirred themselves, it seemtoo late, after all,
be
to
were
ed as though they
for blazing brands began to rattle down tbe
shaft, together with woolen clotbs, evidently
garments stripped from the bodies of dead outlaws, and an offensive smoke was drawn into
tbe chamber, around the edges of the blanket
screen. Cooper fairly snorted with disgust, as
he n ot ed this, and quit work for a moment.
But it was only for an instant. Then be learned tbe truth, and divined the secret which had
led MariQOsa Marsh to act so strangely.
Tbe smoke rushed into the chamber rapidly,
yet the atmosphere dirl not gro-w unbearable,
as one would naturally suppos0., and between
these two facts be made the discovery.
·Unless there was a strong draught, the smoke
would not enter in sucll'. profusion; 01' if it did
enter, the chamber would ·speedily become so
full , that breathing would be impossible.
"You've hit it," grinned Mariposa Marsh,
but work lively, or tbem imps up yender may
diskiver the smoke comin' out o' the other
cbimbly-an' then we wottla be gone up!"
A little ashamed of the p etulance and distrust be had exbibiLed, Captain Cooper fell to
work with redoubled energy,. and as tbEl earth
was quite moist, enabling them to build it up in
an almost p erpendicular wall, ten minutesJater
saw all of the crevices closed so oocurely, that
ilot a particle of smoke could ent&r the chamber.•
"You kin take £1 a little easier, now.'' said
Marip ~s a Marsh, when he ascertainPd tbis fact.
"Still we want to double wh at we'v/e done, fer
them blankets mougbt come loos~, an' th e ~ we
would be wnss off t~an afore."
" Wbile we're at work, supnose y ou t ell us
how all this is to end !" said Frank Freeman,
brushing the drops of SV1Ceat from bis heated
brow. "l, for one, am getting both hu._ngry
and thirsty, and as we have neitlle1• food nor
drink with m-"·
"You shell hev plenty o' both afore m~ny
more hours.'' interposed Mariposa Marsh, seating himself and lighting his pipe. "Afore midnight, or yon kin eat an' drink me!" laughing.
"Don't knock of! work beca'se l do. l cain't
tall• an' do dirt-daubin' all to oncet. · '!'bat wall
mmt be made a beap thicker afore we kin cail
ourselves safe. You do the work an' I'll play
.
boss."
There was a general laugh at this cool proposition, but no one thonght of raising any obj ection. The veteran had already done l:!is share,
as all were agreed.
"One or two o' you boys climb up tbar an'
tbrow down the dirt from nigh the top. It 'II
sitve work fn tb& eend. The rest kin tote it over
an' stren'tben tbe wall."
Mat and Harold hastened to obey this order,
probably because th ey saw that a little harmless diversion piight be minirled with the labor,
but this idea w as quickly driven out of their
minds, and both lads uttered wondering crie11. _

"There's a hole up here big enough for &
man to crawl Jli~ht in!" exclaimed Harold.
"An' big a-p1'.nty fer him to crawl cl,ean
through, too," laughed Mariposa Mnrsh, openl,r
enjoying the surprise and vivid curiosity of his
comrades. "You fellers didn't surely think I
was so big a fool as to run my bead into a bole
like tbis, onless I see a way o' gittin' out ag'in,
right eend up'ards!"
There was no responso made to this innocent
b.it o' sarcasm, for not one present but what bad
been guilty of the very thing which Mariposa
Marsh affected to believ& was impossible. They
could see now how ridiculoua were the doubts
they bad entertained, for np m'a n of the veteran's
clenr wit and long experience would h::.ve
sought refuge in a shaft without kLOwing how
he was going to leave it.
Mariposa Marsh was well enough satisfied
with the situation to refrain from pressing bis
bis advantage too hard, and aft"er a quizzicar
grin toward Captain Cooper, he resumed:
"lt all com~ 'long o' the habit I've got o'
keepin' my eyes open an' makin' a mental note
o' everytbin' that passes around me. Only fer
that, I reckon we'd be up yender 'mong the
rocks, mighty har.i pressed by Brimstone Bnt
· ,
an' his imps.
"You know we tried fire onto the two critters they sent down here to ·colloot the gold.
You ain't fergot, nuther, how quick we brang
'em to tarms; bnt thar was one other p'int I noticed, which none o'tbe rest o~ye' 'pe:tred to see,
an' that was that hardly a smiteh o' smoke kam
back up the shaft,
"Now I knowed we'd made smoke enough to
yot to g<r
bed
fill tbe hole chuck-full, an' that it
some'rs. &> I looked around an' see it gra<lually creepin' Up through a clump o' bushes an'
l:\resh not fifty ya,rds from whar we stood.
"Jest then the p'izen critters hollered enough,
an' we hauled '•'W up. S enss tbey was ketched
I didn't say liothin' 'bout the ~woke, but the
knowledge stuc!r ill my brain-pan," an' kem
back to me whf>l> we diskivered sig11 o' the
inemy.
"It was to make a:l things sure that I went
down the bole fnst, an' ~h.1;igh I might not 'a'
noticed the fact at·any cthr time, or ef I bedn"t
seen tbe smoke actin' so, th~ roinnit I sot foot in
this chamber I felt a stiddy -iraught of air that
told me whar to look fer thL' (i:'lssage-the same
the lads found j st now.
"Course I 'vesti~ated the matto-;-, an' manidged to worm. my way clean th1','1Jgh to the
other shaft, though I found one o:" two places
whar I hed to sqneedge out 'most a~ thin as a
sassidge afore I could make tba.riffie. We'll b ev
to do som&-dirt-scratchin' afor& we kin tote the
gold through, I reckon."
" But suppose they notice th& smoke ~e same
as yon did!"
" That's the one weak p'int in n:iJ 'ran1'ements," frankly admitted the veteran. " Bat
it'd be too much to expect everyth!n' in our
favor. That don't often hapwn in real life,
an' we've got to run the ch:linces. I don't
r eckon, though, that thar's much danger. We
closed up the bole au' cut off the draught so
quick.
"You kin guess why I ke:p' so Close:-IllO'IJt\led
0
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ontel we bed the passage fa'rly blocked up.
Thar was a cbaince of one o' our pris'ners
glvin' us the slip, an' ef I bfl~nswered y our
questions, they'd 'a' blowed the bull tbingsee f "

His audience did see, and realized the fact of
his having pursued the wisest course; and Captain Cooper made ample amends for bis petulant suspicions by the warm grasp which be
gave the band of the veteran.
" One o' you kin take charge o' the pris'neror, better still," added Mariposa Marsh, rising
and knoekinr,: the ashes from bis pipe bowl.
"Tie bis ban s abind him, an' put a st.opper in
his mouth. 'Twon't do to run any onnecessary
resks, an' a sinfle yelp from his throat mought
ruin everytbin when the time comes fer downriiznt, sober work."
Despite the protests of the outlaw, these
orders were promptly executed.
"Now, then, while you. fellers finish buildin'
t!Mt mud wall, I'll take a crawl through the
bole an' see what the prospects is," added Mariposa Marsh, leay ing bis rifle behind, but taking
along bis side-arms, in case of an emergency
arising.
The veteran proceeded like one who knew be
bad an abundance of tiu;e to spare; and carefully guarded against making any sqund that
could alarm the most watchful enemy. As be
drew near to the other extremity of the tunnel,
his anxiety was r edoubled, and for a few mom ents-bis heart throbbed suffocatingly, growing
sick witbin him, for ho bel[eved that all had
been discovered by the enemy!
In case the connection between the two shafts
was discovered, or even suspected, be knew that
their fate was indubitably sealed; that only
death awaited them, either swift and speedy
by the we<1poos of the busbrangers, or slow and
terrible through starvation. U oder tbe existing circumstances, half a dozen men, divided
betweeu the two shafts and working aboveground, could easily overmaster ten times their
number below.
.
These fears were perfectly natural, for Mariposa Marsh saw that the light of day no longer
shimmered down the shaft, and be believed the
bushrangers bad detected the rising smoke and
covered the opening over, the more surely to
suft'~ate their 'Uct.ims.
S till be continued his advance, &nd as he
g ained the end of ..the tunnel, an involuntary
murmur of thankfulness escaped bis lips, for bis
fears were not realized-the shaft was still
open, though only a faint light came down the
aperture.
·
The explanation was gfmple enough. Far
more time bad elapsed since their descent into
the bowels of the earth than Mariposa. Marsh
had realized, and the shades of ni~bt were
already settling over the V&Jley-witbout. Still,
there was time enough and to spare, for not
until the night bad fairly set in could be ven ·
ture to complete tbe difficult and delicate task
he bad set for himself.
Denying himself bis pipe, lest the scent of the
grateful weed should be detected by s,me keen·
nosed enemy above 1,tround, he settled down in
a comfortable position near the edge of the
1ba.tt wbich, like the other one, d~sceuded far
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below the level o! the tunnel, and with bis gaze
riveted keenly upon the opening above, sought
to ascertain whether or no the enemy bad
placed a g·uard over tbe entrancn Many minutes were passed thus without bis hearing or
seeing anything suspicious, when bis attention
was attracted by a sound in the narrow paSS11ge
behind him.
It was too dark for eyesight to avail aught
when looking away from the shaft, but the vete·
ran was nothing alarmed, for be knew tbatnoni.
save a friend could thus draw near from that
direction, and this belief was quickly confirmed
by the appearance of Harold Freeman, bearing
a m essage from Cooper.
"He aidn't know what to make of your stopping away so long," began Harold. speaking in &
low, guarded whisper. "He said tell you that
th e wall was built up some ~ix feet in thickness,
and that is more than is needed for safety. He
wants to kndw what is to be done next."
"The road ycm come is got to be cl' a red out
so the bags o' gold kin be toted through. CW
back an' tell him be kin set to work, but not to
rush it too fast. Thar's gobs o' tim~, ef he'll
only think so. An' mind: ef I . ain't here when
be gits the bole cleaned out big enough, tell him
be mustn't come, or let any o' tbe party come,
within twenty-foot o' this shaft. Nur be
mustn't let bis lantern burn, out here. Now
mind!''
Harold lccurately repeated tbe instructions
received, then vanished amid the gloom.
After a few minutes' waiting Mariposa
Marsh arose, satisfied that it was1 now dark
enougll, outside for his purpose, and immediately set about bis preparations for his adventure.
These were simple enough, consisting in removing bis heavy boots and laying aside all surplus
articles, only retaining one loaded revolver and
a knife.
The sides of the shaft were tolPrably well
lined with timbers, and nearly covered over
with trailing vines which at the same time
increased the facilities of ascent and the dan~ers, since they might at any time betray
the reliance placed upon their strength and
stability. But Mariposa Marsh bad fairly
weighed the -risks be must run, and did-not
falter now.
Trusting bis weight upon the vines only
after cautious but thorough tests, and then
only in .mch places where be could not <lepend
wholly upon the timbers, the veteran slowly
but surely made bis way toward the top,
pausing frequently to detect, if possible, the
first suspicion of danger. But as often was be
agreeably disappointed,and again crept upward.
As be neared the mouth of the shaft? be
began to catch the sound of human ve>tces,
but they all came from one direction, and
were thus far most encouraging. Still he did
not relax bis prudence, and paused for several
minutes with his head on a level with the
openin{!: before venturing to wholly emerge
from the shaft. This be was enabled to do
without danger of discovery, since the vineclad bushes bad partially overgrown the mouth
of the shaft, exti.nding for several 7ards around
on every side, forming the best o cover, even
under the light of the noonday sun.
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By this time Mariposa Marsh was fully satisfied that the enemy had not the faintest suspicion that the two shafts were connected by
e.n open tunnel, else a strong guard would have
been placed around them both, even if the firecure was not brought into play. Hence he hesitated no longer about cautiously worming bis
way through the bushes and bowlders until
he secured a position from whence he could peer
out upon the enemy.
Not more than forty yards of space divided
him from the bushrangers, and as a large fire
was burning brightly, not far from the mouth
of the other shaft, \le - oould study their faces
anrl _general appearance witbont any difficulty,
at bis leisure.
"Thirteen men-an' I don't reckon thar's any
more," muttered Mariposa Marsh, afte1· a careful examination of the bushrangei,;s, who were
gathered arc;und the fire, eatin[ their supper of
kangaro_g meat and "damper.' "Nearly double o:Jr force, but I don't reckon tba r's too many,
ef we manidge things i;igbt. An' manidge it we
will, too!"
The ruddy firalight brought out all the wo.rst
features of the baker's dozen of rascals, if anything intensifying their natur.al ferocity> and
criminal passions. All were heavily armed,
stout, desperate men, who knew that t!Yey fought
with a baiter around their necks, "'1ich halter
would assuredly perform its office were any of
them taken alive. Such m en are always dan$erous, because they see no hope abead.
Mariposa Marsh bad scarcely finished his estimate of them, when be was startled to bear
the neigh of a horse at no great distance from
the camp-fire, and tbOugh the fact seemed too
good to be true, be believrd that their stolen animals-bad been brought into the Gulch, no dou\Jt
for the purpose of bearing a way the golden treasure of Spring S teel,
Keeping in the densest cover and making
good use of the shadows as well, Mariposa Marsh
crept around the bivouac and soon gafoed a
p oint from wbenee be could count the animals
as they cropped the nutritious grass beside the
creek. Not a little to his delight he saw that
none were missing, all eight being tethered close
at hand, apparently none the worse for their un• lawful trip h company with the busbra,ngers.
"Tbat's settled, then, i>ven ef tbar were any
doubt afore!" muttered Mariposa Marsh beneath
his breath as he turned to retrace his steps.
"Tbe p'izen fools don't 'spect nothin', or they'd
be less kllerless, an' bev a guard set on the critt ers."
He found Captain Cooper and all the rest
awaiting him when he descended and gained
the tunnel.

'

"Now then, I want a stout yit actyve man," resumed the veteran, knotting one end of the rope
around.J:ris waist as be spoke. "You, Bowen, 'II j1st
about fill the bill, pervided il'.:ou kin bring yourse!{ to
take orders from anybody cept Cap."
"Do exactly as he bids you, Bowen," said Cooper,

stiffly.

"Then take off your boots an' make ready to fol·
!er me up the shaft," promptly added the veteran.
While Bowen was silently obeying the instructions
given him by Mariposa Marsh, that worthy, seeing
that the captain and others would require at least a
partial explanatioll' in order to act intelligently a nd
m concert, c6ndescen-ded to speak more p lainly.
"l'm ~oin' up yender to make a m01·e thorough
scout an fix things in my mind so thar won't bA no
diffikilty when the time comes fer sober work. I'll
take up this rope an' make one eend fast to the tim· hers above, or to a rock-anyway, fasten it so it
won't give with the weight o' the biggest man in the
comp'ny: To save time, Bowen'll go 'long with me,
fur as tbe mouth o' the shaft, an' when tbar, 'll haul
up tbe gold as you fellers tie 'em t-0 the other eend
o' the rope. They won't JlOne o' .vou do no talkia',
an' Bowen 'll be 'tick'larly keerful, sense ef them
p'izen critters up yender git~ wind o' what's goin'on
afore wE! git all ready fer to give •em ge-lory to t"e
ram! why, we'll git knocked on the head, sure's
spootin'l"
"Then why rtin the risk of any further delay?" demarn;ied Ca'l:itaiu Cooper. "Why not all 1iands go UP.
as soon as the rope is llxe<!, and leave the gold until
the other job is done? The longer we wait, the
greater risk there is of being discov;ered. "
"I've got my reasons, mate, one o' which is that I
never keer 'bout goin' off half-cocked,'' was the
quiet, but resolute i:esponse. It ain't gom' to be no
fool of a job, the best way ye look at it, seoce the
p'izen critters outnumber us two to one. I won't run
the r esk o' strikin' a lick ontel I've got things all
_
fixed to mv likin '."
Captain ·cooper knew that when Mariposa Marsh
assumed that tone, be might as well try to whistle
down the wind as to seek to alter his determination,
and, thou~h still chafing not a little at the unaccustomed position of subordination in which be all at
once found himself, be la9sed into silence.
By this time Bowen was in readiness for the venture, but Mariposa Marsh bade him \Vait below
until the rope was made fast above, when be could
ascend with more ease and security. Like a perfectly-drilled automaton, the policllD1an accepted
the change 'vitbout a word of either dissent or approval.
Despite the fact of bis having already passed over
the ground twice, niariposa Mat·sh ·found the feat
even more dangerous aud delicate than at first, owing to the intense gloom whieh 1100.vsurrounded him,
rendering the sense of eyesight almost useless. Still,
be succeeded in gaoong the top of the shaft in
safety, without making noise enough to attract the
attention of the enemy, whose vo:ces he could hear,
proceeding from the vicinity of the camp-fire, as
though they still lingered over their evening meal.
" 'T'-:P.n't be long afore YOl!'re laughin' out. o' the
other side o' your mouth, duru ye f Pr the p'1zenest
critters that ever trod the footstool I" muttered the
veteran as he cautiously reared his tall figure high
enough to peer through the tops of the vine-clad
bushes upon his unco!!Scious fo~men .
Cl!APTER VIII.
It was plain to be seen that the bushrangers dld
A WAY OUT OF THE LABYRINTH.
not entertain the 'faintest suspicion of t he trntil.
"WHAT next?" demanded the officer in a guarded Their careless demeanor was evidence enough on
whisper. "The passage is opened, and we've brought thi;it score. They believed tbeit' v'ctims were secureall tbe gold here. What is the next move? Wbat ly imprisoned in the shaft, from whieh escape was
impossible, unless in their very teeth, and the campdid you tlnd-"
fire was so ar<anged as to cast its brightest beams
u One question at a time, an' they'll last longer,"
retorted Mariposa Marsh, who appeared to find ape- around tba mouth of the shaft., making it so light
culiar pleasure in curbing the natural impetuosity of that a mouse conld not have emerged unseen.
But they no longer thought or any desperate sor.
his old partner. "In the fus't place, wbar's the ropo
tie. They had flung enough blazing brands into th e
whicli> - ., come down on?''
pit to roa.et 11.--salaman!ler, and t]).ey knew tb\t ~9
Frank handed him the coil, without a word.

Ma.riposa Marsh.
human being could have so long endured that intense heat, even if the suffocating smoke bad not
been beforehand with the flames. Between the two,
assuredly the bold but incredibly foolish treasureseekers had met their deaths-thus the bushrangers
r easoned.
Their carele!.1! attiitudes, together with a.few disconnected words
reached the ear of the veteran, told him all this as plain as words, and while
·assuring him that their surprise would be quite
compiete, ere they given time to make th ~ necessary arrangements. they also aroused a fresh and
hitherto unthougbt·of source of peril in his mind.
"Thar's no 'pendin' on the <loin's o' sech p'izen
critters," be muttered beneath bis breath as he
sunk down and felt about for a secl\l'e point where
he might fasten the rope. '· Like's not the durned
' Imps 'll be in too bt~ a hurry to wait fer daylight, but 'll be sneakm' down the hole to see ef
we're roasted to a turn! Ef they Fhould, an' notice
them blankets we bung up, t.har'll be the devil to
pay an' no pitch hot I"
If he could only have known it, Mariposa l\larsh
was borrowing unnecessary trouble on tbis score,
though that very idea occw·red to the busbrangers,
and would ba><e been put into execution ere this.
only for one awkward fact, which necessitated deJay. The liberal supply of blazing brantls and dry
logs which they bad flung down the pit in order to
make. quick ancl sure work of a slill dangerous
enemy, bad dried out the shores, sidings. props and
other timbers used to protect the miners from
being buried alive by the caving in of the sicle-wal ls,
and these had caught fire. There was but little
flame, though the interior of the shaft looked like a
tube of red-bot iron, the timbers all aglow, render·
ing a descent out of the question for hours to come,
if not an entire day and night.
But this fa.ct was unkno$\ln to Mariposa Marsh,
and Jest the bushra.ngers should attempt a descent,
he hurried up his preparations more than be would
otherwise b· ve deemed prudent. He soon secured
the end of the rope, then signaled BolfeD to come.
This was .a. work of time, for the worthy policeman
was prudent enough w))en in colrt blood, and bad no
wish to break bis neck, if not all the bones in his
body, by 11-n involuntary trip to, the bottom of' the
shaft; bnt a. few moments later b'e gained the mouth
of the pit in safety, and knelt beside 111a.riposa.
Ma.T'b, awaiting bis further instructions.
"Haul up the gold an' stow the sacks away
•mongst these bushes an' rocks, so :vou'll know wbar
to la.y your ban's on 'em in the dark, ef ueed be. Ef
it's all done a.fore I git back, Jay cluss whar you be,
an' don't make noise enougn to wake up a. sleepin'
weasel."
"You can depend upon my carrying out your
orders to the very Jetter," r eplied Bowen respectfull:v.
"That's the way I like to hear a man talk," said
Mariposa Marsh, approvingly. " Guess I'll hev to Jet
ye Off from that hckin' I promised ye, a few hours
back. Steady, now I"
Bowen made no further r esponse, and Mariposa
Marsh glided noiselessly away through the line of
bushes, pursuing the same course lie had ta.ken
earlier in the evening.
The veteran was not acting aimlessly, but had an
important end in view. He had already said enou gh
to show that his intentions were to surprise the
busbrangers, and by one well-directed volley, at
least equalize their forces. He bad enough experi·
ence in 1his irregular sort of warfare to know that
if this could be dOD".J it would be almost equivalent
to a victory.
The bnshrangers. bold and desperate though they
undoubtedly were, would be utterly demoralized by
such an unexpected a•sault, and their fears would
naturally magnify the number of their assailants
tenfold, when the chances were that the survivors
would seek safety in filgbt without stoppin~ to exc:hang~ ~single blo_f with their hidden enenues,
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Much, of course, depended upon the first blow,
and it was to render this as certain as possible that
Mariposa Marsh was running the risk of a second
scout. The discovery made during bis first venture, of .the horses having been brought t-0 the
Gul ~h. rendered the projected surprise more difficult
than it would otherwise have been, for obvious reasons. Their aid was essential in transportiug the
gold to a place of safety, but unless the ambuscade
could be placed between thP animals and the campfire, it was almost certain that some if not all of the
horses would be prei~ed into service by the terror·
stricken survivors as they tied from the spot of
bloodshed and death.
Tt.is circuit would necessarily consume time, and
be dangerou• as well, since a single unguarded
movement or false step might awaken the suspicions of the busbrangers. when the surprise would
not only be incomplete, but the _tables might be entirely turned.
Only for the absolute necessity- of preserving the
horses at all hazards, tl;te affair would have been
comparatively simple, Elnce the SPcond shaft was
quite near enough to make every shot tell while tbe
fire burned so b1;ghtly, and then a bold cl:arge with
revolver practice and plenty of yelling would almost
certamly complete the job.
l\Iariposa Marsh made a rapid but thorough examination oJ' the 1?round as be pre><!eeded, once or
twice turning hack when be met with natural ob·
stacles wl1icb woul<! be difficult for bis party to pass _
in the dark with the requisite degree of silence. and
choosin(\' a more favorable course, observing these
precautions until he bad made a half-circuit around
the camp· fire.
This carried him to a. point midway between the
horses and t he bushrangers, where be was not a. littie gratified by finding a. line of bushes and bowlders
extending at rigl}t angles, forming an admirable
spot for an ambuscade.
Satisfied of this foct, Mariposa Marsh prostrated
himself on bis face and cautiously crawkd nearer
the unlruspiciods enemy, keeping well covered,
pa.u•ing only when not more than a dozen yards divlded him from the camp-fire, while every word nt'
tered was au.Sible. The conversation was general,
and naturally turned on the strange actions of the
treasure-seekers in seeking r efuge in tbe bowels of
the earth, where their death was almost certain.
Apparently this point had been thoroughly dis·
cussed, for the general opinion appeared t o be that
the captain of the police bacl been so terrified by
their approach as t.o lose what little coolness and
wit be ever possessed, and under the influence of
this panic, had blindly entered the trap which was
already bis grave.
•
Mariposa. Marsh laughed heartily in bis sleeve at
these speeches, and pictured to himself the h ot indigna.tion of Captl!ln Cooper when he retailed them,
as he ment~lly vowed to do.
" If the infernal shaft badn 't caught fire." •aid one
of the scoundrels, whom Mariposa. Marsh judged,
and correctly, was the leader of the gang, Brimstone
Bill in person, 'we could have wound up the job
long before morning. There is a. good heap of gold,
but no more than enough to give us all a fair mouthful. If we stay here too long, some more of the
bold boys may get wind of tbe affair. and conHJ
down out of the hills for a share of the plunder."
"All they git o' my sheer '11 come out o' my
musket or 'volvel't'' growled one burly ruffian, and
that he expressed the "entiments of the majority,
was evident from the mutter of approval which followed bis sanguinary speech.
"That of course." re<ponded the chief. " But
still, I 'd rather avoid any trouble ('f that sort. T can
sta.ud a tolerable fair amount of fighting, as some Qf
you can bear witness, when there is anything to be
gained by it; but I don't relish the icl~a of. llghting
again for what we have alrPady earned."
•· Jt•Jt take a week for the cussed fire t-0 bnrn out 1"
"All of thali ii left to itself; but we can >i>
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afl'ord to wait that long. In the morning we'll drown
the fire out. · Luckily the creek is bandy, and the
job won't be a verr. heavy one."
"It's a job thats 'peared easy enough ever sence
you tuck hold of It," observed another fellow, whose
general appearance, together with bis bandaged
wqunds, induced Mariposa Marsh -to believe that he
was one of the two men belonging to Greenhorn's
gang who bad managed to esc1J.pe from the Gulch
\Vith life. "But I'm monstrous sorry we didn't
ketch 'em alt alive! It d 'a' made my hurts feel
easier, an' my dead mates wouldn't 'a' slept any the
less sound ef I could 'a' ~ot the chaince to tortur'
·
'em a few hours or so, fu st!"
"Your boss made an infernal botch of the whole
'1Job," bluntly retorted Brimstone Bill. unheeding the
gross flattery of the wounded outlaw. "He was ·
never intended to be anything higher than a sneakthief or a spy. In those lines he was nearly perfect,
but when he tried bis hand atra higher cut of business. he played the ass in a lion's skin.
"It is just as well for you Joe Damper and Harkfrom-the·tombs, that he did make a botch of the
affair, since we were on tlle lookout, an eye on each
one of you.
"You had a spy in their camp, little thinking that
at the same time your every motion was closely
watched by my m en, and that not a word was
spoken among you but what it was brought to me
before the breath had time to cQol on your lips·l We
• saw Captain Cooper and his men closing in around
you, after knockmg your single lookout on the bead,'
and there was a time when we- could have crushed
the police at a single blow; but we suffered them to
pass by, for reasons of our own. And yet, there
IS no particular reason why I should not be frank
·
with you.
"My reasons for acting as I did are easily stated.
In the first pla,ce, it is againstJTiy..principle s to pay a
double price for any article which I may cbance to
covet, or to do work with my own hand when there
are others ready to undertake the job at their own
risk and expense1 y et giving or suffering m6to r<Jap
all the b enefits or their labors.
"Of oourse · I made up my mind to finger the
golden tre1J.sure of Sprinq; Steel, .inst o.s your party
and that led by Captain. Cooper did; but I had t}le
advantage of being the dark horse in the race, besides baving-tfie insid9 track. I saw plain enough
that you tw·o would soon be at it, tooth ancl toenail, and as one man is easier whip9ed than two, we
la.y low until one-half the work: 'vas done to our
hands.
"You, and Hark, yon:ler. escaped the policemen
and run into our party, which was another lucky hit
, In your favor, since you are now entitled to a h'.l.lfshare in the treasure, instead of an uneasy grave in
the. maw otsom~ hungry dino;o.
"We wait'tld until the prop~r fhom ent for action,
then closed ln on the victors of the first fight, lasing
only one foolhardy fellow in the skirmish, while
making a clean sweep of the policemen. And that
is why I said it was lucky for you that your chief
made a botch of the affair, since what we have done
for one party, we could and woul:l have done for
the other had chance given them the upper hand."
Mariposa M1J.rsh had been induced by curiosity to
await _the conclusion of this long-winded explanation of Brimstone Bill's, since it promised to clear up
seTeral points which bad occasioned him not a little
perplexity ; but time was passiim' rapidly, and Ile
knew that his friends would be growing anxious,
while he feared that the scanty stoek of patience
possessed by Captain Cooper would he unequal to
the demand upon it.
"It'd be jest like the critter to take the bltt
atween his teeth, an' jump the inemy on his own
hook," muttered the veteran betwixt his teeth a.s he
slowly, warily backed away from his danj\'erous
proximity to the enemy. "!"know Frank. Mat an'
Harold woulln't,)isten to no saclt fool move, but
W,em two police reller3 w uld fQller the cap'n OVfl4 a

thousan'-foot presserpice ef so be hG once give then
.
thar orders I"
Mariposa MaTSh paused wnen once more at tbe line of bushes and bowlders which he had selected
as the place for forming.his ambush, and seriously
debated whether or no he should not make the best
of his \IU\Y back to the shaft at-opce!
"I would, only I hate to lea e a job hafe-done.
I must take a look at the critters, to make sure ef
them imps hev thought best to set' a man or'two on
guard over 'em. "rain't haraly likely411tence they
feel so sure we 're all roasted meat down at the bottom o' thnthol~ ; but whar so much is at stake, only
a fool runs nny more chainces then he kin help. I'll
take a scout 'round that way, an' ef mate 1s fool
enough .to make a break on his own book, he'll be
the main loser. f er 1'11 draw off the youn,::1ters, an'
let the hot-headed critter whistle tcr the gold he's so
·
p 'izeo crazy over I"
When Mariposa MJi,rsh once made up his mind to
follow out a certain couTS1>, little short of death or
an earthquake could tm:n him aside before the task
he set himself was fairly accomplished. And now,
the moment he reached the decision recorded above
he cast asii'e all doubts concerning the prudence of
Captain Cooper, and bent all his powers of both
body and mind to solving the question which had
a.risen.
This presented no particular difficulties to one so
skillful at creeping and crawling, when once he had
gotten out of line with the fire, and keeping well
covered by the natural protuberances, Mariposa
Marsh did not require many minutes to ascertain
the welcome fact that n9 guard had been placed
over the horses by the busbrangers. Thin was
especially fortunat<i."for bad the contrary been the
case, the veteran knew he would have to search for
anotn ~ r cover in whi,ch to place his ambush.
" Notbin' could be seen from ar..,und the fro but
bli:ld
A
1
different
mighty
be
it'd
side,
this
from
man, ef bis face cbainced to be turned to'rd tbn.t
fire, couldn't help seein' us s.s ·wetuck pe1'$ition. Jt's
a mighty stre Jc o' luck fer our side that they feel so
.
·
saf~it' ,
Mariposa Jl1arsb lingered . but little longer. He
found Bowen on the alert, ready to receive him on
his lrnife's point in'cru;e he shoulct prove •o be oue of
the enemy, and g9~rcledly :whispered to him:
"How's work? Got .tn the gold up yit?"
"Yes; nearly half an hour ago."
"Good enough I I ' ve done my part, too, an' inside
another hafe-hour, we'll all hev-exercise enough to
limbzr us all up . .,Ornw back a little, an' let me l?O
·
dowli.. "
Mariposa Marsh grasped the rope and slid down
it

-

" I reckon you all was growin' o.npatient," he said,
with a grim chuckle1 cutting short the ea~er questioning of bis-frienas. "But i 's a big j nb we're
t.acklin', an' everythin' 'pends on our gettin' a good
reaclv afore we enter onto it.
"Fu'st, one word to you, youngster: Thr.r mustn't be no sech foolishin' M you showed w)len we
tackled the other gan-.. Thar's thirteen a ." t'inst
seven;·~11' each one o' u• must make sure an' throw
his mea't-cold at the fu'st shot."
"We understand tb~t," quietlv replied Frank.
" Captain Cooper has been telling us some of the
crimes committed by this Brimstone Bill, a,1d you
will find us all ready to shoot straight whenever you
·
gh•e the word."
"Good enough I NO\v listen to what we've got to

do."

--

CHAPTER IX.
THE GOLDEN TREASURE WON AT LAST.

"As I said afore, tha1"s jest thirteen men, while
we kin only count up seven, at the be~t. but ef you
all kerry out the part that falls t!o your sbee;-, we
kin lick 'eml
" In the fu 'st place, we want to git up to the top o'
ihe shaft, then I'll lead the way, yo.11 foUertq' ~ iQ
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tnjun file, an' movin' ae keerful as though you was smoke-fer wliaryou're goln' 'bacco don't grow, or
walkin' on thin ice over a bottomless pit o' b·ilin• et it did, It'd scorch up afore you could crowd i~ Into
a pipe-bowll" with a grin at bis grim conceit.
aulpbur an' brimstone-see?"
Ten. minutes sufficed for allot the pttrty to 11.Bcend
' A beautiful and appropriate simile-go on!"
tbe shaft by means of the rope, and then, satisfied
murmured Captain Cooper, with a faint smile.
"I never bed the pleasure o' meetin' the Simmy that ever,ything was in readiness, J\lP.riposa Marsh
Lee you speak of, so I cain't say whether he was touched Cooper by way of warning. and crouching
beautiful or not~_nur I don't keer a continental," low down, led the way alon~ the route he had
equably retorted mariposa Marsh. "Them as bain't marked out so carefuJly in his memory, moving
got no vein o' poetry runnin' through tbar comper- slowly in order to insune perfect silence.
Thanks to the precautions be had taken dnring his
sition, shouldn't make no remarks when one that
chainces to be a little better favored by natur, two scouts, this was no difficult matter, even f, r
sorter slings on the style, in a graceful ma1A1er, like. those who were now passing over the ground for tLa
'
first time.
But this ain't busilj.ess.
Though all the way was under cover, mnde doubly
"I've picked out a lovely spot fer to spring our
darkness, th!l trail WaS a
intense
the
by
hossthe
emciPDt
andbusb from, 'bout bafP-way between
critters an' the fire whar the men-imps hes hunker- fairly open one, and as each one of the party re·
l))eril they wculd incur
the
of
rull~xtent
the
alized
easyeno•1gb,
ed down fer the night. We kin git 1har
without-rous.in' any 'spicion, ef we take keer in set- in cam tbe suspi~ons of the bushrangers were
utmost caution, and
the
exercised
they
awakened,
the
over
tin' our huffs down; an' then we kin knock
bigr:est hafe o' the miscreants afore they know that not a sound betrayed their pro"ress.
advance brought
steatt'i'iy
this
of
minutes
'volTen
out
we,ll
Then
the trump o' doom is crackin'.
vers an' break kiver, each man whoopin' an'J"ellin' Mariposa Marsh to the spot which be had chosen for
nearest end, he
the
at
pausing
and
ambuscade,
his
t'ar
a
on
like be was a hull_tribe o' drunken InJuns
.
siimed for Cooper to halt.
an' bound fer to play cirkls. See?"
la a guarded
uttered
he
position"
your
is
"This
under
plan
· "No doubt you have devised the best
existmg circumstanceM, and the sooner we set whisper. "You'll spot tiwt big fellC'r wioh the black
then make
word,
the
fer
Wait
shirt.
blue
an'
baircl
observed
about bringing it to a fini sh the better,"
Captain Cooper, then adding for tbe benefit of the sure o' your meat I"
than by
other
response
no
maJe
captain
The
you
told
I
wbat
three youngsters: "r..emember
about Brimstone Bill and his gang of murdering kneeling clown and pushing the muzzle of his rifle
ranger
hush
the
on
fixed
eyes
his
keepinl?
forward,
forfeited
justly
been
have
Jives
Their
cut-throats.
by a thousand brutal outrage~, and it is no more sin indicated as Lis special target.
one
each
posted
Marsh
lllariposa
manner
like
a
Jn
would
it
than
warning
wit))out
clown
to shoot them
be to slay a wolf whose jaws were bm·ied iu the of the party, giving each bis mark, thus making
sure that two bullets should not he wasted upon tlle
throat of an lnnQCent and belpless lamu!"
"'Pears like poetry is ketchm'," commented Mari- same enemy.
' All this consumed some little tirr e, but as the
posa Marsh, with an oily chuckle.
"We understand what is expecte<l of UR, and If bushrangers seemed fairly settled down for tbe
we fail, 'twill not he for want of determination to do night, this mattered but llttle. Above all else, it
our duty," quietly replied Frank Freeman, as usual was essential that there sliould be no mistake about
speaking for Harold and Mat, &s well as for hlm- the first blow, s.ince victory or defeat depended upon
its thofougbness.
sclf.
But when Mariposa M'arsh had assumed his own
"Then everythin· is settled 'cept one p'lnt, which
Is the most ·~rtant of all," added Mariposa Marsh, position, he was quite at ease, and felt not tbe
seriously. ' Thar kin be pnly one lea< r in this jo':>, &lighte~t doubt of the result. His plans ilad been so
an· sarcumstnnces hev already 'clded that shoul<l he carefull,y formed, and the preliminaries so admira·
me, sence I know the lay o' tj;le ground best. Thar bly C'arned out, that there was hardly any probamustn'toe no a.xin' questions or arguin' 'bout any bility of their failure.
As yet not a weapon had been cocked, fllll- upon
p'int that may or may _not be orclered all fer the
best. Each man must clo jest what he is told. We that still night air.~uch a sound would surely tell
kin argue the p'int aftPr the work Is done, bt·t- it the bushrangers tnat trouble was brewing. But
this fact did not trouble Mariposa Marsh. He knew
won't an1wer to do It afore."
"That's a hit at me," said Cooper, with a pleasant that every one CJf his comrades were "xperts with
their firearms, and would find no difficulty in cockand covering their men with one
~~~g~,;~~u~Je:f~::s~~ut~~ ~~~~~'. t~~ ra,~a~i~~ ing their weaRQnsmotion,
so quicl<ly tLat, even If
work-the more the better-and I have full confi- and the same
dence in your ability to carry out what you have so alarmed, the enelny would not have time to arise,
resistance, before the
organized
any
di~~~~n. From this on, my name is Silent Obe· much less offer
volley was fired.
next him on
stationed
was
who
TouchinJ? Harold,
Mariposa Marsh saw that the officer meant -41very
worcl h<" uttPred, and was not a little relievecl there- bis right, Mariposa Marsh bade him pttss the ,.orcl
a brief
ttfter
then,
readiness,
in
be
at. Cooper had.fillo\vn snch a grumbling, fault-ftncl- along for nil to
·
illl!' spirit ever since the Gulch was reached, that he pause, he cried aloud:
escritters
p'fzeb
the
o'
one
let
"Fire! Dop't
I
!co.red further trouble from him.
"-Then I don't see aq thar is anything more to say cape I"
the
either
by
heard
was
word
But only the first
or settle. \\ hen we git up above, you tell Bowen to
to do jest as you do. He bushrani:e1'8 or his own party.
fall right In ,.iitnd you, en'
As a single gun, seven ri.ftes were cocked, then
won't ax to Know more. 11
Mariposa Marsh grnsoed the rope and bel?an his ftrought to bear uwn the already seleeted viclimsa
ascent of the shaft, which waq quickly accomplished, the concluding words of the sentence being drowne
thanks to this assistance. Then, giving the signal by the heavy explosion.
The bushrangers caught the command to fire, but
for the next man to follow, h3 pressed into the
bushes and eagerly gazed out upon the gang of bush· ere they could fairly realize its pw-port. over one
half their number fell, eithet' dead or mortaUy
rangers
A few seemed to be sleeping, but B"im•tonc Bill wounded. Brimstone Bill was among the number.
and
JJipes
the;r
Mariposa Marsh had reserved that worthy for his
and the majority were still smoking
talking, as though thl'y intended to pass the re- own riHe, and the notorious criminal died where he
,
sat, a bullet through his brain.
mainder of the night thus.
u Out an' at 'em I,, 8creamed Marfpofa Manh.
"Make.the most d' your time, ye lmpa o'.perdibis riHe and drawing a 1:evolver as he
todropping
viciously
ti.>nl" muttel1'lc11the veteran 1 nodding
ward ~ en(lnlies. "That is the last pipe ;rou 'II ever -~roke cover. "Shoot to kill I Don'tJ,tone git away·

:Ma.rlpo11a.
Give the p'lzen Imps the same kind o' qua.rter they
thought to r·ve us-down with 'em!"
His pisto was quite as busy as his tongue, and
punctuated every sentence, while the others were
none the less earnest in their onset, their blood
fairly boiling.
'
The massacre-for indeed it was no better, since
not one of the bush rangers was given time to draw
a weapon or fire a shot-was over almost as soon as
begun. Only three of the thirteen stout men rose
to their feet , and these were shot down before they
could pass b~yond the circle of firelight in their
vain attempt to flee. Never was a surprise more
complete, or more thoroughly improved I
Tbeir short-lived fury over, the three boys stood
gazing upon the · bloody scene in which they had
played such a prominent part, their cheeks growing
pale, their h9arts twrning sick within their bosoms,
their better natures strongly revolting.
"'Twas only an act of common justice," said
Mariposa Marsh, observing - their emotions and
drawing near them leaving Captain Cooper and hls
men to make sure that none of the bushrangers had
or could make their escape. "You mustn't look on
them as human creatures, for they had forfeited all
claims on humanity b.v numberless crimes and deeds
of ruthless atrocity. Not one among them but what
had committed murder, and even worse. Yon remember the report we heard of that family-the
Havens? This man, Brimstone Bill,_ and his gang
committed that dastardly crime. Think of what
those poor women endured before death came to
their relief, and then remember that this n~ht you
have helped to ave><l\'e them-as far as killing such
demons can aven~e. '
"No doubt they richly deserved their fate " said
Frank, speaking with difficulcy, "but noue the less
do I regret my share in the bloody deed. I shall be
glad when we.ean leave AustraUa-there seems to
be blood in the very air w!I br,,athe."
"Waal, we won't be gray-beaded afore we turn
our backs on the p'izen kentry," said Mariposa
Marsh, lapsing into his customary uncouth manner
of speaking. •·We've made jiOld enoug:h on this
speckilation to keep us comf table without hard
work fer a spell, an' I reckon we wnn'tstop long this
side o' old America-the land o' all lands, when the
hull's told!
" Bu--..e've l?Ot more work to do, ef we want to
git out o' this p'izen trti.p afore day. You youugsters kin go an' see ef all is 'l'lght with the hosscritters."
The lads gratefully availed themselves of this excuse for departing from the gh!l.Stly scene of b'.oo 1shed and death, immediately leaving the lighted
space.
Meanwhile Captain Cooper was characteristically
ene;ae;ed, having found one of the bushranrrers
still alive, though all could see that he wti.s deaLhdoomed. From this wretch the polic .~ officer, by
dint of threatening to hang him out of han'.l , w:is
obtaining the names, real or assumed, of e:wh one
of the dead busb.ran,:>;ers, coolly aotting them down
in his note-book as the basis of an official report.
Bowen and his mate were dragging forward the
slain, on" by one, for identification, then callously
pitching them down the still glowin.e; shaft, as the
lilostspeedy method of getting ri'.i ofun eyesore.
"Even if we had fail >d in Ol!r sear::b for tho_
treasure of Spring: Steel," said Captain Coop 0 r,
arising and carefully stowing: away 11is note-book
as a paiuful gurgle in the throat oft.he dying bushranger told him that no further informotion could
be gleaned from tbQ•e lips, "this would not ttave
been a bad night's work, pecuniarily speaking.
One nund.red JY)Unds for tne death of each hushranger, beside• over three thousand po1inds of specil>.l rewards which I can sum up from memory! It
will make a glorious report, and not only that, hut
it will furnish an admirable excuse for our e~di
tlon . No one will have any thoughts or suspicion
el. the greatest stroke we have made,"

Marsh.

"Of course it all comes In the way ,,• your trade•
said Mariposa Marsh, speaking a little more co1dl1
than was his way when addressing his mate,
"but fer all that1 I'd rather made my livin' some
other way. Heaa-money
is poor gold to my notion.'
"Intercourse with those lads has somewhat unsettled your stomach, old friend," said Cooper,
with a laugh. "But come: we will not quarrel
about an empty idea. To tell you the trutn, I am
not in love with the life myself, and if we once get
our treasure safe andsound,I mean to resign my comIl)ission. I will go ou.t in a blaze of glory, anywayl
No other officer can boast of a!f go6d a sbowmg in
a single season. Three gangs of bushr&ngers, iucluding SpringBteel and Brimstone Bill!"
"Don't crow too loucl afore youtr"e clean out o'
fhe woocls," dryly uttered the veteran. "That report
ain't handed in yit, ~n' mebbe it never 'II be. These
pesl..-y hills an' hollers seem to be chuck-full o' the
p'izen bushrangers au' sich-like varmints, an' we
may be called upon to flax out a couple aozen or
two more afore all's done. Thar's no dead-sure
thing 'bout it."
" lf" doubt we could do it, with you to lay the
plani for us," added Capta.in Cooper, with a cordial
hugh, " but all the same, I prefer resting on the
laurels already won. Enough is enough, but too
much Is a plenty, as I've heard you say."
"An' truer words was never spoken then them
~amel
But we're ta.lkin' when we should be at
work. We want to git that gold packed· up an' skin
out o' h~re afore any more two-legged wolves smell
out the rlch bait!"
" True enough. Let us once get fairly outside,
where wti will have plenty of room to maneuver
in, and I don't care how many of your wolves come

~r;:i~·~g!b~~o:~~~ru~!1~,: t~~/i. ':i'J-:i~~~s~:r of medi-

Captain Cooper appeared to be iu an unusually
loquac!ous mood, and lest he should go on talkln~
away the precious moments that had far better be
spent in work, Mariposa Marsh turned a•ide to seek
out the boys, who were busUy engaged in preparing
th~ animals f.or the road.
Cooper understood this silence,and bade his two followers bring forth the packaj?es containme; thegol1en treasure of Spring Steel, while he searched for ~he
stout canvas sacks which ne had provided for the
purpose of carryiug back the gold, m case the information contained in the secret cipher should prove
corroct. These were readily discovered wilere they
had b?eu dropped when the treasure-seekers began
eir advance on the band under command of Greenorn3_1l_nd into the,m were stowed the smaller sacks
n~e ts and dust.
burine; ·an this tlme not one of the party had given
thought to the pri"oner whom they had left bell'ld in the tun'le-1; but at this juncture Mariposa
arsb remembered his' existence, and bidding the
youngsters stand ready to re~e ive the fellow, he took
t.he dark-lantern au':\ once more descended the shaft.
Here a truly s•artlini:: surprise awaited him. for tbe
ou'law was not to he seen
Clo~e by the mouth of t'le tu:Jnel lay.: thP thong<i
which had confined his arms. still knotted, which
the cunning rascal had evidently slip6'ed over hi3
hanas.
•
Though Mariposa Mars:1 felt pretty well convinced
that the fellow had escaped them by-mrans of the
rope which still hung down the shaft, he cocked a
revolver and made a thorough inspection of the tun·
neJ. only to have his fears c<>nfirmPd.
This WM an a:lditional reas'>n tor their making an
possible haste in leaving the dangerous precincts of
!>Pad l\lan's G11lch, not that the one man by himself
was to be dreaded, bnt there was a probabilit,y 6r
his sp~edily falling in with another gang of busllrang~, whose cupidi(y would be 11et on fire by the
tale li0 could tell of the marveloµs treasure, and
Mariposa Mar!lh cared for no more fighting on that
score if it could possihl;y bo &voide<;l, BA_pidl( .-.

fil
~

<iendln ! t.i:e shaft he made known this important
Lest the smaller ~cks In which the gold was <>OD•
discovery, urging all hands to r.wi!ter work.
tained should betray the real facts, it wa. resolveu
1··he adventurers were eager enough to leave the to spend a clay, when fnirly away from the Gulch,
t Jood-stai11ed pot withom this incentive, and while in partially cming the !Jic!e C::f the Jed·hor8e, \\Lich
the sack~ of gold were being packed on the horses, should be butchered for that purpose, ma!Lng baf.(s
Captain.Uooper sought out the spot where the po- of the hide, in10 which tbe gold "howd be pncked,
liceman had fa.lien in the rash charge w!Jich he hrm- carefully bw-\ting the original ~m·eJopes.
self had &tarted. The luckless fellow Jay as he bad
This plan was duly carried ou ,,a11d it may be
fallen, and after a bri f h esitation the captain raised stated here that perfect success attended che c un·
fae body in his arms and bore it to a deserted shaft, ning ru5e.
tllen dropped it down.
Wbatever may have been thought, l'O doubts were
The deed appeared a colJ-bloodeJ one, but after openly expressed even when Caplain Cooper shortly
the JJrst moments of repulsion, even the three lads afterward tendered bis resigoat1on ond retired forsaw that it was the wisest course afler nil. The ever from public life as an officer of the Colonial
body could not well be transported to where it !l:ountro Police Service.
might. receive Christian burjaf, nor w·oulcl it rest
From the !JOUI' when they left Den•' !\Ian's Gulch
any tile less easy at the bottom of that deep fail'ly behind them. all went we ll with our frici .cl8,
shaft than in a shallow grave, rnch ns they would they not encountering a peril or meeting wirh an adbe able to form with the limited D>eans at their venture worthy especial note during tl:c lc,ng jourcommand.
ney to the city of Melbourne.
·
"Ile was a Roman Catholic, and I '-•ill take care
Once there, their first m ove wps to dei:osit tb~
to have masses said f or the repo•o of bi3 soul," golden treasure of Spring Steel in the \:muk, to tie
uttered Captain Cooper, himself a Protestant, as far credit of ··Tobias Marshall, Esquire." after wblch
as be dabbloJ in reiigiou at all. "Could he have C'ooper made out his report and tacked on tn it bis
spoken be would have made no ohjection, for be resignation, while the othe1s were palrouizinf.( the
was ever a generous, accommodating fellow. Any- barcyer and tailor, all meeting for supper at tLe
way 'JUr first duty is owing to the livimz, and since hotel.
·
that rascal has given us lhe ~lip, we will be in dnnAnd then. when bune:er was appeased, Mariposa
gPr u ntJJ we leave this df;lllth·trap many miles l\Iar"h electrified them by sayin17:
11
b ~hiu<·i us.
"Gentlemen I want vQu all to accompany me
lf all parties were not fully satisfied with this while I go to claim my cliiughter, Mi s Jllay Brady I"
r<>asoning, at Jea!;t they did not rc.ise any audibl"
objections, since such would plainly Ile u seless. The
CH.APTER X.
deP.d was clone, nor could it be altered, even ha d
SE'.I'I'UNG .ALL A(;'COUl'.'TS.
they so desir~d .
WHAT cousumed a Jong time in telling and exThe sacks of gold were firmly secured behind the plaining, may be condensed into a very few rarnsnddle of f'acb horse, a double quantity being placed grnpbs, without detriment to I he interest o the
on the extra animal, of which Bowen took charge. story.
Then, P.ach mall leading his own allotted beast, tl1e
Tobias lllarshall, for that was !:is r ightful nPme,
l!We band slowly wound their way up the steep wns an American of ~ood b1ri h. e<"ucn1ion a.n<l pros~
slope, !eaving the Gulch, which now doublydeserv1 d pacts when l.e man-1ed an Englishwcman afi.er a
the grim appellation it had received yes.ts before, b\ief courtship.
bel...::;.i them with feelings which contained anything
Unluckily for their future bappine•e, ma8am wns
but re~ ret.
fond of admiration, ralher weak and silly, though
l\Inri.posa Marsh instinctively assumed the lend, there was 111> positive 1>vil in her nntur~ .
nor did Captain Cooper, fnr a wonder, ftel the faintIt was the old, old story. A foo:h'h ,,·if<', p:aying
est trace of jealousy at his doing so. For (the time with fire; I\ jealous, bot-tempered l>usbcnc! "~' o susbei• 1:: he would not have grumbled at having his pected far more than the truth; an idle man of
rank superseded by an infant·iu-nrmsl
fashion who sought the ruin of what migbt have
Ever since entering the force, like the ATCat been a happy 11ome.
majority of those who served in the l:tnd of l?Old, he
l\1r. lllurEhall was nl~o a fnther. theil' one child
hr:d constantly dreamed of one day making)1is for- being namM llfayrfro111 tl'e month in whi..:IJ it was
tune at a single strokP., and uot without ample pre- born, and was barely a year old when the catastrocedent. But little of tne many treas ures found by phe OCCUI red.
those whose busin<'ss it wM to bunt down and exThe jealous husband rerroacl:ecl his wife for Ler
terminate the bnshrar.Piers, was ever accounted for flirting propensities, she retortecl and th end wa..
1
to the Goveynm~nt, until univers::I custom gradual- that sne, woman·like, deals.red tnat
she would no
ly grew to be recognized as an ~ctunl, if not n regu- longer live with such a tyrant, but would leave him
lar, ls.iv. TbljS the doughty captain f Pit no con- and return home to her mother.
Ecientious scruples against appropriating lhe tr<'asThis threat hrul beeu made so often trnt it had
ure cliscovered to his own and partnPrs' use, even lost its origuml terrors, and 1r!r. nlm hall left the
while he k-new that if-such a. discovPry was openly city on important business. bei11g- abFent a weeir or
blazoned abroad, the iron hand of the Government more, returning to find that his wife had taken their
would descend upon it, despite his imaginary righ1s child and e~rked for England.
as tinder, or the p ecnl.iar document held by Mariposa
This alone would have been bad enough, but an
Marsh.
over·officious friend ilastened to tell him that the
Upon this point, his brain was Tery busy during man of fashion who bacl danced attendance on J\lrs.
that night's ride, but when the new clay had fairly lllarshall ~o long anit closely, was a~ o a passenger.
dawned, and tb"y came to a halt. for the double pur- and had been seen in close converse with the lady as
pose of breathing their animals and breaking their the vessel departed.
own fast, upon the scanty supply of provisions
Or course lllarshall followed them . He overtook
brought from Dead !\Ian's Guieb, be had matured a them in London, watched his chance, found them
plan by which he hoped all trouble might be avert- together, surprised and accused them, then ended
ed, and to which be readily obtain~d Mal'ir-osa by tossing the fellow out f\f the second-floor window,
Marsh's consent.
breaking his neck on the paving below.
Spring Steel's treasure was to be passed cf'f as the
Cursing his wife, he fled and baffled pursuit, givresult of an ext.raordinar'Jy rich ·•find" made by ing himself up from that time to the rougnest.
Mariposa Marsh and his young allies.
wildest life he could find, only learning the truth
Doubts of the truth of this stntement m!!(ht, and when he encountered his daughter, May, in the •
probably would, be ei.tertained, but no objections
could h'> r~is~d of sufficient toi:ce to prevail against ~~~ff~fo~iif~?fe~ I:rady, whom he recognized as 'he
shelr unltea te~tlmouJ'·
:Bet~re eot&ing upon th~ perilous seorc;~ r.,,'. .~;.:

Mariposa Marsh.
~

golden treasure of Spring lilt.eel, Tobias Marshall
mnde himself and his claims known to Judge Brady
who gave quite as gr&at a surprise as he himself b;;'.d
received.
He d 0 c 10 ~• <l that himself and wife were on the
Va!!sel tbac Mrs. Marshall had so rljl'hly embarked
in; that sbe was not attended by the would be
sed ..icer though bis voyage was doubtless undertaken with a view to compromise her, and thus pave
the way to ultimat.e success.
Jud<re Brady ~olemnly vouched for his innocence
of actual sin, both then and t,bereafter.
The wild cnarges of the jealous husband gave
M,rs. Marshall a terrible shock from which i;he nPv~r
fully recovered, and when all efforts to find Marshall fai1°d, she gradually declined in health until
death closed aJI accounts.
Judge Brady went to Australia, hearing that the
husband bad been recognized there, but without
fln cling him. Entering business, he r~iseC: little
Mav as his own chi! 1, as sbe was led to believe l'erself. and though be did not deny the rights of the
real father, be begged for time to gently and by degrees break the strange tidings to her.
In compliance witll this desire, Tobias M'lrsball
purchased the right to seek for the golden treasure
of Sprin~ Steel. and no •v that the .specifled period
had expired, was about to cl.iim his daughter.
Jud ·~e Bl'ady had faithfully petformed his disagreea\JlP duty, and 8.3" Mariposa Marsh" wh~n dressed up and personally cared for was a really'"tlne-looking man of midrlle age, May dill not find the task of
loving him as difficult as she bad anticipated.
Of all that followed the imagination of the kind
reader can spare pen and ink the trouble of J.etail-
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Euough that the lads on this occnsion, being b9tter
pre-pared to encounter those roguish glances and
&oft s-peeches. acquitted lhemselves·admirably; that
"Mariposa Marsh" gracefully assumed the dutie<> of
a father; that Captain Coopar wasas1Jleased as tile
best of; hem, for bis long-cherished cfream had become a reality, and he was already planning a trip
across the ocean with them all-for ~dge Brady
and his wife declared that they could not altogelber
lose their daug'lter- But wlfy continue?
•
Enough that F1·ank Freeman, when he attained
his majority, also gained a true and loving wile,
while May was often heard to declare that never
was th ere another husband to equal tho one she
found in the far-away bush of Austialia l
THE END.
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Express Rider . . By Ned Buntline.
D>llble. By Col. Pr•n•i$8 Ingraham.
$911 Tbe Deo.d Shot Nine; or, ?rly Parda of the Plains. 900 Buffalo Bill's Rougb Riner ~ ; or, T•xas Jack'e
By Bulfalo Bill.
Soarp - S~ooters. By Ct I. l'. Ingrubam.
.
629 Daredeath Dick, King of the Cowboys; or, Bu!· '1104 Buffalo Bill's Tanl?I• d Tra il; or, Gentleman
talo Bill's Daring Role. By Leon Lewis.
Jo.ck, the Man of Many Masks. By Ingraham,
889 The Gold King; or, Montebello, the MagnU!cent, 909 B'lif>ilo Bill's LeaguP; or. Red ButtorJly. Bs
By Buffalo Bill.
Col. Prenti•• Ingraham.
e« Bulfalo Bill's Bonanza: or, The Knights of the 915 B .tt;lo Bili and the Surgeon Scout; or Go wan•
·3ilver Clrcle. Rv Col P. Inl!'raham.
go, tbe R •dskin Rider. By Cvl. P. Ingraham.
.C9 Book Taylor, the Saddle K ng. By Col. P. In· 921 Bufl'alo Bill's Quandory; or, Vdvet Bill's Vow,
grah'l.m
Bv Col. Prentiss (neraharn.
« Bulfalo Bil~s Swoop; or, The King o! the Jjlues. 927 Bulfalo Bil 's B·uff; or, Dusky Dick, tbe Sport.
By Col. Prentiss Ingraham.
By Col. P. Ingraham.
e Buffalo Blll's Secret Service Trell; or, The Mys 936 Buffalo Bill'• Black Pard; or, Tbe Gold Boo.mterio11s Foe . lly Maj. Dangerfield Burr.
ot the Big Horn. By Col. P. IngrahoLm.
•llll Bulfalo Bill's Blind Trail; or, Mustang MQ.dge, 943 Buffalo Bill's Block Game. By Colonel P.
Ingraham.
the Daughter of the Regiment. By Ingraham .
C97 Buffalo Bill's Buckskin Brotherhood: or, 01><>n· 950 Buffalo Bill at Bay. By ' colonel Prentiss
Ingraham.
Ing Up a Lost Trall. By Col P. lnl?l"aham.
710 Ruffalo Bill Baffled; ort The Desert.er Desperado's 956 Buffalo Bill's Volunteer Vlgtlantes. By Col.
Pr~ntlss Intrraham.
Defiance. By Col. P. ngraham. .
'T!G Bulfa•o Bill's Scout Shadowers; or. Emerald Ed 900 Bul'ralo Bill's Blue Belt Brigade. By Colonel
Prentiss Ingraham.
:>f Devll 's Acre. By Col. P . lnl?raham.
Buffalo Biii's Invlnclbles. By Col. Prentiss
f22 JJulfalo Bill on the War-Path. By Col. Ingraham ll64 Ingra;ham.
727 Hut!'alo Bill's Body-1tuard By Col. P. Ingraham, 969 Texas
Jack. the Lasso King; or, Th<t Rob·
781 Buffalo Bill's Beagles. By Col. P. Ingraham.
ber Rangers or the Rio Grande. By E\ilfalo
786 Buffalo Bill and His Merry Men. By Col, P.
Bill.
Ingraham.
973 The Dread-Shot Four. By Butralo Blll.
1811 Buffo.lo Bill's Blind. Ry Col. P. Ingraham.
~79 Butra lo
Bill's Relentless Thall. By Cot.
7~ Buffalo Bill's Flush Hand; or, Texas Jack's
'84 ~~~l~s:JnF~a'l'.\re· Raffie; or, ~e Doom••
Bravos. By Col. P. Ingraham.
Three. Ready Sept. 1.
?50 lrulfalo Bill's Big I•'our. By Col. P. Ingraham.
189 Buffalo Bill"s Marked Bullet. By Col. P.
757 Bulfalo Bill's Double; or, The Desperado Detec·
Ingraham. Ready Oct. 6.
·
tlve. By Col. Prentiss Ingraham.
94 Butralo Bill's Lone Hand. By Col. P. In•
761 Buflalo Rill's Ma•cot; oi:, Death Valley Victim
graham.
No. 13. Bv CJI. Prentiss mgraham.
000 Butralo Blll's Grim Guard. By Col. P. In;
~65 Bulfalo .Bill's Dozen; or, Silk·Rlbhon Sam. By
graham.
Col Prentiss Ingraham,
rne Buflalo llill's Sweepstake. Ry Col. Ina:raham.
rbe above Dr111E Lib•aries are For Sale b•
"73 Bull'alo Bill's Ban; or, Cody to the Rescue, By , .,,.. NEWSDE l 1'."ERS, ten cents per~
m ~'!.l~B'rlr•s Spy-Shadower. By Col. Ingraham <!
by mall on '
'. ~o! nrio<\
. , -<
781 Bulfalo Bill's Brand. By Co P. Ingraham. ~ ·
11i2' Butt• Blll'1 Dea:! Sb<>*. 8' l'lol.: Preatll+
.
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SERIES .

·"OH! MAMMA, BUY ME THAT." A COLLECTION OF JOLL1
JOKES AND FQNNY STORIES. illustrated. 64 pages.
GRIN'S CATECHISM OF FUN. illustrated. 64 pages.
THE TROUBLES OF MR. AND MRS. BOWSER. Illustrated.
64 pages. .
McGINTY'S JOKE BOOK. illustrated. 64 pages.
'WIT AND HUMOR -OF THE BENCH AND BAR. 48 pages.
WIDE-AWAKE SKETCHES. · illustrated. 80 pages.
SOME SCREAMING YARNS: Illustrated. 64 pages.
ROARING JOKES FOR FUNNY FOLKS. illustrated. 64
pages.
''JOLLY JOKES FOR JOLLY PEOPLE." Illustrated. 64
pages.
"THE BUTTON BURSTER; oR,-FUN ON THE RAMJ;>AGE."
Illustrated. 64 pages.
LAUGHING GAS; OR, DRIVE DULL CAitE AWAY. illustrated. 64. pages.
PUT THROUGH; OR, FREEMASONRY AND ODD FELLOW·
SHIP EXPOSED. BY "BRICKTOP." Illustrated. 64
pages. ·
"FUN ON THE ROAD" A RECORD OF AMERICAN WIT AND
HUMOR. 48 pages.

.

Pm~

\2 CENTS EACH BY MAIL.

POSTAGE f?TAMPS TAXEM'.

M. J. IVERS & CO., PUBLISHERS,
·'

U9 PEARL STREET, NEW YOBB.

•i

LATEST AND .B.E8'1'.

DeadWiiOd Dicks
e

library

e

s

HANDSOME TRI-COLORED COVERS.
32 Pages. Issued Every Wednesday.
~
Buy One and You Will Buy the Rest I

l!:xtl'acu from the New York Eveuluir !Sun.

TWO JCE1'IAICKA.Dl .E 11•:noES.
111 only one aenae ot the word can It be regard ed as a
oovel atatemeut when th e fact ts here recorded that litera-

ture haA given many heroes to the world. tt. nd perhaps
mc;>._re than oue reader will have to think a m o meut over
thla remark llefore the 1ubtle dellcacy of tu geutal wit
1trlke1 home.
But lt ts moat eBBeotlally a half dime novel statement
Ghat will he news to many when It la added that llteraNre, tr traced from the dimly dl&tant days when Adam
waa a mere child dowu to t he present day, would show
but few heroes that In the eyes of boyhood .would be
even judged worthy of comparison with the two greatest
beroe1 known to American literature, o r, to promptly reveal tbem. Dead woo<t Dick and Dead wood Dick, Jr.
• • • The modern heroes or ftcrton tor you ng America,
wbo are now aa countle&s as the sands ot the sea, and ot
!'b.oi: t ~e ~e~~;'~~~u~!Ykih:~eth~~;h .u1: ~o~~ 1 ~~:rdor,~:~;
away the palm ot popularity, aud such as • • • be left
far behind In the race.
It oan be eaally helleved, therefore, that the two Dicks
t!e 10 ftrml y engrafted on the tree or popular llterature
f"r boJI and young men, that the ir position iR assured
• • and tbat tbey stand to-day head and sho11 ldt"ra

1 1

above all rlvala In the eyes of the public for which they
have lived, and for which one of them has died.
American boyhood, and that ta a tremendoua factor In
the land, now knowa Deadwood Dick, Jr., a good beal bei.
ter tl1an It knowa Its catechtam, and mllltona of youna
minds abaorh the thrllllng Incidents or his career In hl1
everlasting warfare agatust c ri me. and his uever·eudlng
solving or Impenetrable mysteries.
Mtlllona or boys tol1ow his Rtealthy rooiatepa as he tracks
his vicious victims to their und o ing, and rhen, -when the
''lctl m8 are thoroughly undone, the mllllons wait hun1nlly
tor the next volume, which on every Wednesday appeare
with the cer tainty of the Wednesday tuett, and a new seL
or dellghtCul thrill• go thrilling away Crom Mall ie to Call·
fornla.
.
There are the· volumes each so crowded with thrllla and
heart-tugs that It were madneH to hope to do juatlce to
them collectively and rank Jnjuattee to dlacrhulnate be·
tween them.
To abandon the Idea or giving a few extract& cau1e1 In·
flnlte pain, but It o nce a start were made In that dlrec-tlon, It would be cruel to The Eve.nina Sun's readera to
stop, and It la therefore better not r.o relate one single
advf'nturP. sumce It to say that the stories are clean and
well written.

DEA DWOOD DICK _LIBRARY.
I Deadwood Dick, the Prince of the Road
8 The Double Daggers; or. Dearlwood Dick's Defiance
8 The BufTalo Demon; or. The Border Vultures
C Bull'alo Ben, Prince or the Pistol
5 Wild Ivan, the Boy Claude Duval
& Death-Face, thP Detective
f The Phantom Miner; or , Deadwood Dick's Bonanza
8 Old AvalaochP, the Great Annihilator; or, Wild
Erlna, the Girl Brigand
9 Bob Woolf, the Border Ruffian
ti Omaha Oil, the Masked Terror; or, Deadwood Dick
in Danl?er
· ~ Jim Bludsoe, Jr., the Boy Phenix; or, Through k>
Death
JI Deadwood Dick's Eagles; or, The Pards of Flood
Bar
18 Buckhorn Bill; or. The Red Rifle Team
14 Gold Rifle, the Sharpshooter
16 Deadwood Dick on Deck: or. Calamity Jane
II Corduroy Charlie. the Boy Bravo
17 Rosebud Rob; or. Nugget Ned, the Knight of the
(Julch
18 ldyl, the Girl Miner; or, Rosebud Rob on Hand
19 Photograph Phil; or, Rosebud Rob's Reappearance
IO Watch-Eye . the Shadow
h Deadwood Dick's Device; or, The Sign of the Double
Cross
• Canada Chet. the Counterfeiter Chief
a Deadwood Dick iu Leadville; or, A Strange Stroke
tor Liberty
M Deadwood Dick as Detective
15 Gilt-Edge Dick
18 Bonanza Bill. the Mao-Tracker; or, The Secret Twelve
17 Chip, the Girl Sport
118 Jack Hoyle's Lead; or, The Road to Fortune
• Boss Bob. th~ King of Bootblacks
llO Deadwood Dick's Double; or, The Ghost of Gorgon's
Gulch
11 Blonde Bill: or. Deadwood Dick's Home Ba.•e
• Solid Sam, the Boy Road-Agent

S.3 Tony Fox, the Ferret: or, Boss Bob's Boss Job
34 A Game or Gold: or. Deadwood Dick 's Big Strike
Deadwood Dick or Deadwood: or, The Picked Party
36 New York Nell. the Roy-Gi rl Detectiv~
37 Nobb.v Nick of Nevada; or, The Scamps o! the Sierraa
38 Wild Frank, the Buckskin Bravo
39 Deadwood Dick's Doom; or, Calamity Jane's Lase
Adventure
40 Doadwood Dick's Dream ; or, The Rivals of the Road
41 Deadwood :Qlck's Ward; or, The Black Hills Jezebel
42 The Arab Detective; or, Sooozer . the Boy Sharp
43 The Ventriloquist Detective. A Romance ot Rogues
44 DPtective Josh Grim; or, The Young Gladiator's
Game
45 The Frontier Detective; or, Sierra Sam's Scheme
46 The Jim town Sport: or, Gypsy Jack in Colorado
47 The Miner Sport; or, Sugar-Coated Sam 's Claim
48 Dick Drew, the Miner's Son; or, Apollo Bill, the
Roarl-Agent
49 Sierra Sam. the Detective
liO Si•rra Sam's Double; or, The Three Female Detect-

s.;

~~

.

51 Sierra Sam's Sentence; or, Little Luck at Rough

52
53
54
55
li6

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Ranch
The Girl Sport: or, Jumbo Jo.. •s Di•guise
Denver T>oll's DPvice: or, 'l'he Detective Queen
Denver Doll as Detective
DenvPr Doll's Partner; or , Big Buckskin the Sport
Denver Doll's Mint'; or. Little Bill's Big Loss
Deadwood Dick Trapred
B1wk Hawk, Detect;. .. , or, The Messenger Boy'•
F ortune
DPadtrnod Dirk's Disguise; or, Wild Walt, the Spor&
Dnmb Dick's Pard: or. Eliza Jane, the Gold Miner
Deadwonct Dick'~ M i8~i on
Spottf'r Fritz: or, The ::)tore-Detective's Decoy
The Detective Roud-Ageot; or, The Miners of Sassafras C:iry
Colorado Charlie's Detective Dush; or, The Cattle
Kings

M. J. IVERS & CO.. Pnblishers (James Sullivan, Proprietor),
:Ji9 P~arl Street. NE·W YORK.

